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Abstract
Intra-operative imaging is sometimes available to assist in needle biopsy, but typ-
ical open-loop insertion does not account for unmodeled needle deflection or target
shift. Robotic closed-loop compensation for deviation from an initial straight-line tra-
jectory can reduce the targeting error, using image-guidance for rotational control of
an asymmetric bevel tip. When incorporating robotics into interventional procedures,
often physician interaction with the patient is reduced and tactile feedback typically
used for anatomical localization is lost. By pairing closed-loop trajectory compensa-
tion with a hands-on cooperatively controlled needle insertion, a physician’s control
of the procedure can be maintained while incorporating benefits of robotic accuracy.
This system was implemented on a needle placement robot suitable for use in
the MR environment and capable of holding a typical clinically used biopsy gun.
The robot consists of the 4-DoF clinical alignment base with a 2-DoF needle driver
developed specifically for cooperatively controlled needle insertion with continuous
closed-loop needle rotation. The robot and custom controller were tested for their
effect on the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) of MR images, and the results showed an
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approximate drop of only 12% in signal when the robot was present, and no additional
signal drop when the robot was powered on or moving.
During cooperative insertion, providing a haptic response upon detection of a
membrane puncture event can provide additional sensory input for perceived needle
localization relative to anatomy. A system for membrane puncture detection was de-
veloped using localization from preoperative MR images paired with real-time needle
insertion force data. In-lab experiments were performed to evaluate the puncture de-
tection algorithm during cooperatively controlled needle insertions into layered tissue
phantoms, characterized to elicit needle forces typical in prostate interventions. It
was found that puncture detection degrades at deeper membrane locations due to
increased overall force seen on the needle, and that success of puncture detection at
deeper membrane depths was more difficult when transitioning from a softer to stiffer
material, than from stiffer to softer.
Using the same robotic system, a method of closed-loop active compensation for
unmodeled deflection and target shift during targeted needle insertion was devel-
oped. This system is agnostic to the type of imaging providing needle tip and target
information one-way downstream via the OpenIGTLink network communication pro-
tocol. This system was tested in-lab using perpendicularly mounted cameras to act
as a proxy for multi-planar MR imaging. Under cooperatively controlled needle inser-
tion performed by five test subjects, the system autonomously rotated a bevel tipped
needle towards the direction of desired compensatory effort. These results showed no
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statistically significant difference (p > 0.05) in the targeting accuracy between any
user, with average targeting accuracy of 3.56mmrms.
The hardware and software subsystems were developed for clinical translation,
and after each was validated in the lab they were integrated into the clinical envi-
ronment to mimic the workflow of MRI-guided targeted biopsy. The full system was
evaluated in-bore at Brigham and Womens Hospital, performing experiments to test
puncture detection as well as a series of MR image-guided targeted needle insertions
under cooperative control. Results showed successful membrane detection in each
case except a single deep (> 50mm) membrane location and the overall targeting
accuracy was 3.42mmrms, comparable to in-lab trials.
A cooperatively controlled robotic biopsy is more likely to gain acceptance by
physicians over teleoperation due to maintaining proximity to the surgical site, but
regulatory hurdles regarding robotic needle insertion still exist. The current robotic
system framework is suitable for clinical use as it was fully validated in-bore, but some
modifications could be made to increase the likelihood of regulatory approval. With
these modifications the system could be ready for cadaver and pre-clinical animal
trials within one year, and ready for in-human clinical trials in the next two to three
years.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer related death among men in
the United States [1]. It is estimated that there will be about 164,690 new cases of
prostate cancer and about 29,430 deaths from prostate cancer in 2018 [2]. Further-
more, in the United States there are approximately 1 million biopsies each year, with
twenty-percent of positive diagnoses requiring at least two biopsies [3], resulting in
over 200,000 avoidable procedures in the United States alone. The prostate gland sits
underneath of bladder and is part of the male reproductive system. Figure 1.1 shows
the location of the prostate in the body as well as how it surrounds the urethra. [4].
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Figure 1.1: The male pelvic anatomy. Top: The location of the prostate within
the male pelvic region, Bottom: a close up view of how the prostate surrounds the
urethra. c©National Cancer Institute
A healthy prostate gland is approximately the size of a walnut. It is commonly
split into three zones, the Peripheral Zone (PZ), the Central Zone (CZ) and the
Transitional Zone (TZ) as seen in Fig. 1.2. There are distinct histological differences
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between each zone and cancer affects these zones at different rates [5]. In a study
of 1,703 men whose zonal origin of prostate tumor could be identified, Cohen et al.
found a total of 2,494 tumors, with 1,589 (63.7%) in the PZ, 842 (33.8%) in the TZ
and only 63 (2.5%) in the CZ [6].
Figure 1.2: The anatomical zones of the prostate and their location relative to the
urethra and ejaculatory duct. [7]
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1.1.1 Using Image-Guidance in Prostate Cancer
Diagnosis
Image-guidance in medicine is typically provided using Magnetic Resonance Imag-
ing (MRI), Ultrasound (US) or Computed Tomography (CT), and can be used for
pre-, intra-, or postoperative validation or in real-time to assist in interventional pro-
cedures. For typical diagnosis, Trans-Rectal Ultrasound (TRUS) has been used to
facilitate sampling of between twelve and twenty biopsy cores in men with elevated
levels of Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA). Routine sampling in this manner is per-
formed because low image quality limits the ability to target specific lesions [8, 9].
Furthermore, due to variable prostate size even twenty cores can be considered under
sampled, which has led to both repeat biopsy procedures as well as under diagnosis of
clinically significant prostate cancer [10]. Figure 1.3 is a diagram showing methodol-
ogy for typical TRUS-guided biopsy using a template guide with 5mm spaced holes.
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Figure 1.3: The typical approach to transrectal ultrasound guided prostate biopsy.
A template guide with 5mm spaced holes is used to guide the needle to different
locations with in the prostate c©Diagnostic Imaging
As opposed to TRUS, MRI provides much higher tissue contrast and the ability
for multiparametric imaging such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), dynamic contrast
enhanced (DCE) and blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD). This leads to higher-
quality images of suspicious lesions for targeted biopsy, without the ionizing radiation
required in CT [11]. The use of MRI for Image-Guided Therapy (IGT) was pioneered
in the 1990’s, using information from medical imaging to improve treatment through
intraoperative localization and control of surgical and interventional procedures [12–
14].
Moving from TRUS to to MRI for prostate interventions, higher image quality
allows for procedures with fewer needle insertions via direct lesion targeting. A study
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using computer simulation to reconstruct models of prostatectomy specimens found
that applying biopsy criteria for 12-core TRUS biopsy classified only 24% of clinically
significant cancers as high risk, compared to 74% when using four targeted cores
under typical MRI-guidance qualification. [15]. Figure 1.4 shows the difference in
image quality of the pelvic region between ultrasound and MRI. When shifting to
an MRI-guided targeted biopsy with manual insertion the same template guide with
5mm spaced holes can be used, with examples of manual needle insertion under MRI-
guidance seen in [16–18]. Targeting techniques not using the template guide have also
been employed and a clinical overview of MR-guided prostate biopsy is given in [19].
Figure 1.4: A comparison of TRUS and MRI images of the pelvic region. Left) TRUS
c©Medical Echography, Right) MRI c©Indian Journal of Radiology and Imaging
Multi-modal imaging is also an option, such as MR-US fusion which combines
the diagnostic accuracy of MR imaging for detecting suspicious lesions with the cost-
effectiveness and familiarity of TRUS biopsy [20]. In a study of 500 men, randomized
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between targeted biopsy using MR-US fusion and the TRUS-guided approach, it was
found that the targeted biopsy was superior to the standard TRUS approach for can-
cer detection in men at clinical risk of prostate cancer who had not undergone biopsy
previously [21]. Interestingly, Filson et al. described the importance of systematic
biopsy in addition to targeting suspicious lesions under MR-US fusion. In a study of
463 men, they showed 26% of patients had cancers outside the targeted region that
were found in systematic biopsy [22]. Overall, outcomes of MR-US fusion biopsy are
superior to standard TRUS approach, with studies showing the most powerful pre-
dictor of significant cancer was the degree of suspicion on MRI images [23,24]. There
may be an added benefit to procedures under real-time MRI over MR-US fusion, as
this technique allows for intraoperative deformable registration, which is not possible
in the MR-US fusion case where only preoperative MR images are used.
1.1.2 Manual MRI-Guided Targeted Biopsy
The procedure used in a manual insertion targeted MRI-guided biopsy is presented
as a baseline in which to compare the proposed workflow using a robotic system for
the procedure under cooperative control. The methods are described below, with a
complete description of the clinical study provided by Penzkofer et al. [25].
To begin, a set of preoperative images taken days prior to the procedure are
reviewed by the radiologist and the locations of suspicious lesions are marked. On the
day of the procedure the patient is placed in the supine position with legs elevated for
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transperineal access. Other methods of biopsy have been explored such as transrectal
[26–29] and transgluteal [30, 31], but a transperineal biopsy mimics the preoperative
imaging pose of the patient for better intraoperative registration, and provides better
access to the peripheral zone where most cancers are found [7].
The skin was prepared and draped then the template needle guide was introduced.
A registration scan was taken to located the template guide in the scanner coordinates
and nonrigid registration maps the location of predetermined suspicious lesions onto
the patient’s current pose within the MRI. During the procedure a target is selected,
the correct 5mm spaced hole in the template is used for alignment and the needle is
inserted to the target depth. A confirmation image is taken and if the needle tip has
reached the target with sufficient accuracy a biopsy is taken and the next target is
selected. Figure 1.5 shows the in-bore view during a manual needle insertion targeted
MRI-guided biopsy.
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Figure 1.5: An in-bore view during manual insertion MRI-guided targeted biopsy.
The white arrows show the patient table and foot rests while the template guide is
shown with the white arrowhead and the inserted needle with the black arrowhead [25]
1.1.3 Robotic Systems in the MRI-Environment
Despite the benefits of directly targeting lesions under MRI, adoption of MRI-
guided needle interventions remains limited. This is primarily due to procedural cost,
high clinical demand of scanners, ergonomics of performing these procedures inside the
MR bore (Typically 55 − 70cm diameter), and in cases such as the presented work
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there are technical issues with electromagnetic interference (EMI) of mechatronic
systems within the MRI environment. Regarding the placement of such items within
the high magnetic field (up to 3 Tesla) of the MRI, Fig. 1.6 describes the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) classification [32] for three types of devices
as:
• MR Safe The device or implant is completely nonmagnetic, nonelectrically con-
ductive, and nonradiofrequency reactive, therefore eliminating all the primary
potential risks during MRI scanning.
• MR Conditional The device or implant may contain magnetic, electrically
conductuve or radiofrequency-reactive components that are safe for operation
in proximity to the MRI, provided the conditions for safe operation are defined
and observed (both the for MR scanner and the device itself).
• MR Unsafe Objects that are significantly ferromagnetic and pose a clear and
direct threat to persons and equipment within the magnet room.
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Figure 1.6: American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) classifications for
materials near the MRI environment. c©ASTM
1.1.4 Overview of Proposed Work
Regardless of imaging type, accuracy of needle tip placement for biopsy core re-
trieval remains an issue due to unmodeled needle deflection and target shift caused
by tissue deformation. [33]. Positive clinical outcomes for deep percutaneous needle
based procedures such as targeted biopsy are dependent on the accuracy of needle
tip placement. If a target is not reached with sufficient accuracy a physician often
retracts the needle without taking a sample and must restart with a new attempt,
lengthening procedure time, increasing cost and causing unnecessary discomfort to
the patient. Additionally, error in needle placement can cause false-negative biopsy,
further complicating diagnosis and leading to additional, unnecessary procedures. Al-
though intra-operative imaging is sometimes available to assist in these procedures,
open-loop insertion trajectories wherein image-based feedback is not used to adjust
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the trajectory during the insertion, do not account for unmodeled needle deflection or
target shift due to tissue deformation. One approach to compensate for unmodeled
error is to robotically control the rotation of a bevel-tipped needle to induce corrective
deflection towards the desired trajectory. Paired with real-time needle tip tracking,
closed-loop image-guided active compensation can be accomplished.
A system controlling robotic needle rotation also requires accurate control needle
insertion position; however, incorporating a robot to actuate needle insertion typically
either removes a physician completely through autonomous insertion, or distances
them from patient interaction through teleoperation. Although teleoperated systems
with haptic feedback keep the physician in the loop, there is often significant insula-
tion between the physician and patient not limited to physical separation from the
procedure site. Instead, a cooperatively controlled system would keep the physician
directly at the surgical site with full control of the procedure, while maintaining the
advantages of robotic precision and restoration of tactile feedback. Cooperative con-
trol is defined as the direct robotic guidance of a tool that is also held and controlled
by the user, which may have wider acceptance by the medical community than a
teleoperated counterpart [34].
In our case, cooperation becomes a hands-on robotic needle insertion, where the
user applies an input force directly onto the robot to initiate a needle insertion veloc-
ity. The system is capable of hands-on cooperative control of needle insertion, with
closed-loop autonomous control of needle rotation to perform active compensation of
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deflection from the initial straight-line trajectory. Additionally, the robotic system
collects needle interaction forces and provides feedback to the user of forces seen on
the needle during insertion. An augmented haptic response can be provided at de-
tection of a desired membrane puncture event as well. The robotic needle placement
system used in this work is illustrated in position to perform an in-bore MRI-guided
prostate biopsy in Fig. 1.7.
Figure 1.7: A render of the needle placement robot in position to perform an in-bore
MRI-guided targeted prostate biopsy.
1.1.5 System Work Flow
The workflow for retrieving a targeted biopsy core using continuous image-guided
feedback under cooperative control is illustrated in Fig. 6.11. The workflow follows
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that of the manual biopsy, where alignment of the robot base takes the place of
selecting which 5mm spaced hole on the template guide to insert through, and rather
than the physican inserting the needle by hand, to robot holds the needle and the
physicians applies an input force to advance the needle forward.
The workflow begins with registration, using a marker or fiducial to register the
robot to the scanner coordinate frame, similar to what was done for the template nee-
dle guide. After a target feature is selected in imaging, the robot positions the needle
at the skin surface and aligns the insertion axis towards the target for a straight line
insertion trajectory. Unlike the template guide, this system provides the ability for
angulated-entry straight-line insertions, to better target difficult lesions such as those
behind the pubic arch. Insertion begins under cooperative control and continues until
the target depth is reached or an error condition occurs, such as the needle sufficiently
deflecting into a configuration where the target would not be reachable with suitable
accuracy. The tip and target features are localized in imaging during insertion and
homogeneous transforms describing their location and orientation are passed to the
robot controller. The localization information along with robot kinematics and force
sensor readings are used to determine the cooperative insertion velocity as well as the
bevel rotation required to compensate for any deviations from the initial straight-line
trajectory. Insertion continues until the target depth is reached, where a biopsy core
is taken if the needle tip has reached the target with sufficient targeting accuracy.
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Figure 1.8: The complete system work flow for collecting an image-guided targeted
biopsy using cooperatively controlled needle insertion with active compensation for
unmodeled needle deflection and target shift.
1.1.6 Motivation for this Work
Motivation for this work came as our research group performed clinical trials of
MRI-guided robot-assisted prostate biopsy using the robot seen in Fig. 1.9. This
system employed robot assistance for target alignment but was still dependent on
manual needle insertion along the robotically aligned axis [35]. As a result, even
though initial alignment was performed robotically, the manual insertion still suffered
from loss of targeting accuracy due to unmodeled needle deflection and target shift.
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Targeting accuracy across all clinical trials was 6.5 ± 5.1mm with an average of 2.2
insertion attempts per biopsy core taken [36]. Figure 1.10 shows the robot in place
inside the MR-bore during a clinical trial as well as an annotated render of the robot
and patient showing how the robot was positioned with respect to the patient.
Figure 1.9: The 4-DoF robot used by our research group in clinical trials of robot-
assisted prostate biopsy. The base aligns the needle guide to an initial straight line
insertion trajectory to the target, with the needle inserted manually through the
needle guide.
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Figure 1.10: A description of how the 4-DoF robot was used in clinical biopsy. Left)
The experimental setup for clinical trials of robot-assisted prostate biopsy at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital, Right) a render showing the robot position relative to the
patient.
1.2 Literature Review
As shown through the background and motivation for the presented work, this
research is mostly focused on prostate cancer intervention. More specifically, focus
is on minimally invasive robotic interventions using MR imaging as feedback, with
an overview of MRI-guided robotic prostate interventions given in [33]. Due to the
constraints of mechatronic systems within the MR environment, pneumatic and piezo-
electric actuators are the two primary types of actuation which have been used. A
literature review of the past robotic implementations in MRI is presented, mostly fo-
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cused on prostate interventions with a few other examples included when relevant. A
description of needle insertion and steering methods is presented, as well as research
related to needle-tissue interaction forces and membrane puncture detection. Any
related work completed by our research group is described in section 1.2.6.
1.2.1 Pneumatically Actuated Biopsy Robots
Pneumatic cylinders have been explored in MRI applications because of their
low cost, high force/volume ratios, and the absence of significant heat or magnetic
field generation. For instance, a pneumatic piston-cylinder for needle insertion was
developed by Comber et al. [37] and can be seen in the top right of Fig. 1.11, compen-
sating for reaction force of the tissue on the needle. A hybrid pneumatic-hydraulic
robot described by van den Bosch et al. [38] and seen in the bottom of Fig. 1.11
employs a tapping device to pneumatically insert the needle an adjustable stepwise
distance, stopped each time by a hydraulic cylinder. Building on this, Lagerburg et
al. [39] showed that the tapping technique created less tissue deformation than man-
ual needle insertion. Stable control of in-bore pneumatic actuation with long (9m)
plumbing was shown by Yang et al. [40] for breast biopsy under continuous MRI.
A pneumatic stepper motor was developed by Stoianovici et al. [41] and employed
in a completely MRI-safe robot for transperineal prostate biopsy [42] and endorectal
prostate biopsy [43], seen in the top left of Fig. 1.11. Another pneumatic stepper
motor was developed by Chen et al. [44], but is considered MR-Conditional as it con-
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tains two pneumatic cylinders with conductive components. A transgluteal approach
using pneumatics was implemented in a cadaveric study by Zangos et al. [45], which
was extend into clinical trials with patients [46].
Figure 1.11: Pneumatically actuated robots in literature. Top left) An MRI safe
robot for endorectal prostate biopsy [43], Top right) Needle insertion into a phantom
using a pneumatic piston [37], Bottom) a hybrid pneumatic-hydraulic system for MRI
guided prostate biopsy [38]
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1.2.2 Piezoelectrically Actuated Biopsy Robots
Piezoelectric approaches have been explored as well, such as the system described
by DiMaio et. al [47] for prostate biopsy in an open MRI scanner architecture, il-
lustrated on the right in Fig. 1.12. Additionally, Goldenberg et al. [48] developed
a 6 degree of freedom (DoF) robot for prostate interventions primarily made from
aluminum, initially tested for laser ablation. A transrectal approach using piezo-
electrics was developed by Elhawary et al. [27], with a Cartesian base and actuated
2-DoF needle motion for needle insertion and biopsy collection seen in the middle of
Fig. 1.12. Another transrectal implementation was described by Krieger et al. [26],
showing targeting accuracy comparable to the manual case. Piezoelectric acutation
have been used in teleoperation to provide haptic feedback in the MR environment
as well. Teleoperated needle insertions have great potential as haptic feedback could
relay the forces seen on the needle, with the ability to incorporate virtual fixtures
(VF) as well as augment or enhance the forces seen while puncturing through tissues
of different mechanical properties. A biopsy unit was presented by Tse et al. [49], us-
ing PiezoLEGS motors (Piezomotor Inc, Upsala, Sweden), where physicians reported
realistic force reconstruction in the master device. A render of this device attached
to a transrectal ultrasound probe can be seen on the right of Fig. 1.12. Piezoelectric
actuation allows for a fast control response with high accuracy of positioning, but
significant effort must be placed on improving MRI-compatibility. Previous research
groups have seen significant degradation in MR image quality, with Song et al. [50]
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reporting 44% loss and Koseki et al. [51] reporting 93% signal loss in a 0.3T open
MRI scanner.
Figure 1.12: Piezoelectrally actuated robots in literature. Left) a robot for prostate
biopsy implemented in an open MRI scanner [47], Middle) A transrectal approach for
prostate biopsy using piezoelectric actuation [27], Right) A render of biopsy unit for
prostate biopsy using PiezoLEGS motors [49].
1.2.3 Cooperatively Controlled Robots
Regarding teleoperated systems, many were developed to keep the physician in the
procedural loop. In reality, teleoperation still removes the physician from direct access
to the patient. Instead, a cooperatively controlled system would keep the physician
directly at the surgical site with full control of the procedure, while maintaining the
advantages of robotic precision. In cooperative control, the user initiates motion
and the robotic system can augment the motions imparted by the user but cannot
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initiate motions itself, providing haptic cues that can be used to improve physician’s
performance [52,53].
Cooperative devices include the ROBODOC seen at the left of 1.13, used in hip
replacement and showed a statistically better fit and positioning of the femoral com-
ponent [54]. The ACROBOT was designed for bone preparation in total knee re-
placements [55] and can be seen in the bottom right of 1.13, and the Steady Hand
Robot [56] shown in the top right of Fig. 1.13 was used to eliminate the effects of
hand tremor in eye surgery. Another device was the PADyC which consisted of a
manually actuated arm that dynamically constrains the authorized motions for ac-
curate cardiac puncture [57]. This system showed adequate constrain of motion but
with required forces much larger than typically seen for cardiac puncture.
In our case this becomes a hand’s on needle insertion, where the surgical workspace
is shared between the physician and the needle insertion robot. The physician applies
an input force directly onto the robot controlling the needle insertion velocity, but
the robot can augment the workspace based preoperative planning.
An example of a biopsy robot described to work synergistically with the physician
was described by Megali et al. [58]. This system was considered synergistic in that
the procedure had both robotic and manual input components. The alignment of the
biopsy needle was done robotically followed by a manual needle insertion, much like
the clinical version of our research group’s biopsy robot previously described. The
system described herein is different in that the cooperative aspect is hands-on synergy
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between robot and physician during the insertion task.
Figure 1.13: Cooperatively controlled robots in literature. Left) The PADyC used
for joint replacement [57], Top Right) The Steady Hand Robot for eye surgery [56],
Bottom Right) The Acrobot used in knee replacement [55]
1.2.4 Active Compensation for Needle Deflection
Regardless of the needle insertion method, the rotational position a bevel tip is fac-
ing induces deflection in that direction if it is acting against a solid tissue. Deflection
of an asymmetric bevel tip can be exploited for compensation, but the maximum nee-
dle tip deflection and consequently the degree of compensation attainable is limited
by the mechanical properties of the needle. Using image-feedback, this position can
be continuously updated to follow a desired trajectory and related work in literature
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is primarily based on steering thin flexible needles. Modeling of flexible needles has
been widely implemented using the kinematic bicycle model [59] shown in the top left
of Fig. 1.14, as well as a modeled using a joint kinematic and dynamic system [60].
These were expanded using imaging for feedback by Abazid et al. [61] for evaluation
of two models for flexible needle steering, one kinematics based and one based on
needle-tissue interaction forces. A duty cycled approach for needle steering was intro-
duced by Engh et al. [62], with needle curvature shown for three different duty cycles
at the right of Fig. 1.14. This was expanded by Minhas et al. [63], with Vrooijink et
al. [64] implementing this for 3D targeting using ultrasound imaging, illustrated in the
bottom left of 1.14. The duty-cycled approach, although implemented widely with
positive results, requires insertion and rotation to be very coupled so as to alternate
between pure insertion and rotation during insertion, which would not be feasible in a
cooperative approach. Other approaches such as concentric continuum tubes [65,66],
actuated flexible needles [67–69] and pre-curved needles [70] have been employed to
accurately reach a target. Additionally, manipulation of the needle base [71, 72] or
the tissue itself [73] has been tested as well. A hand-held device for seed placement in
brachytherapy was introduced by Rossa et al. [74], rotating the needle autonomously
during manual needle insertion. This system can be comparable to the work pre-
sented here in that rotation is autonomous while insertion is user directed, however;
a cooperative insertion approach adds robotic accuracy to the insertion axis as well.
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Figure 1.14: Needle steering and deflection compensation techniques in literature.
Top Left) the non-holonomic bicycle model [59], Right) Three needle curvatures us-
ing the duty cycled approach [62], Bottom Left) implementation of the duty cycle
approach using ultrasound for image feedback [64].
1.2.5 Needle Interaction Forces
Tactile forces felt during manual needle insertion are often used by physicians for
anatomical localization and mental registration of the needle tip within the body.
Some of this localization feedback is provided by detection of membrane puncture
events during insertion. When substituting manual needle insertion for a cooperative
robotic insertion, providing a haptic response at detection of a membrane puncture
event can replace the feedback felt naturally, or a non-transparent augmented haptic
response can provide additional information to the physician.
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To provide any sort of feedback at a puncture event, the puncture must accurately
be detected by the system. Needle interaction forces have been widely researched and
several techniques for puncture detection have been proposed. Early work in force
modeling by Simone et al. [75] and Okamura et al. [76] showed needle axial forces
measured during insertion through a bovine liver with a capsule puncture, illustrated
in Fig. 1.15. This work discussed application to robotic interventions, where tissue
forces seen on the needle could be reflected back to a user such as in the system
presented herein.
Figure 1.15: Needle insertion forces showing a typical force profile for puncture of
a capsule [76]. Axial force steadily increases on the needle at interaction with the
capsule, followed by a sharp drop at puncture.
Throughout needle insertion into soft tissue, different phases of interaction can be
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identified: 1) No interaction, 2) boundary displacement, 3) tip insertion and 4) tip and
shaft insertion as seen in Fig. 1.16. Each phase has been independently studied and
the progression of insertion phases can be applied to the interaction at an external
skin membrane as well as an internal capsule. During boundary displacement the
needle is in contact with the membrane but has not yet penetrated the tissue layer,
a situation referred to as tenting [77, 78]. As the load increases on the needle point
the stress on the tissue crosses a certain critical point where a crack will be initiated
and the needle will start to penetrate [79]. During tip insertion, the cut made by the
tip of the needle expands either gradually to the size of cross section of the needle
through cutting [80], or suddenly through rupture [81]. Tip and shaft insertion is
characterized by a generally constant sized hole in the penetrated boundary, with
increased friction force on the needle as it is advanced deeper into tissue [82]. A
survey of needle-tissue interaction forces with experimental data is presented in [83].
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Figure 1.16: The four basic phases of needle-tissue interaction: a) no interaction, b)
boundary displacement, c) tip insertion, d) tip and shaft insertion [83]
In this case we are interested in the transition from boundary displacement to
tip insertion, and previous work has focused on both thresholding force data as well
as implementation of probabilistic models to correctly identify when a true puncture
event has occurred. For instance, Barbe et al. [84] employed a statistical model for
fault detection originally developed for industrial processes, while Kobayashi et al. [85]
developed a model based on needle force, velocity and position depth within a tissue.
Similar work as proposed here regarding puncture detection of membranes during
robotic needle insertion was reported by Elayaperumal et al. [86], using a customized
needle enhanced with Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors. This work was extended
by Bae et al. [87], designing a teleoperated version suitable for use in the MR. These
show meaningful results by separating cutting force on the needle tip from frictional
force on the needle shaft, as forces seen on the needle are in fact comprised of three
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components: the cutting force, the friction force, and the prepuncture stiffness force
[76]. The research presented here differs as that work required a customized needle
and is not possible with intent of bringing this system to pre-clinical and clinical
trials. Therefore, our system differs both in the application of cooperative control as
well as collecting the sum of all forces together behind the clinically employed biopsy
gun, as to not alter the already regulatory approved device.
1.2.6 Preceding Work by our Research Group
Previous work by our research group has led incrementally to the development of
the system presented in this dissertation. Several robotic systems have been designed
and evaluated contributing to various aspects of robotic biopsy. For instance, Fis-
cher et al. [3] showed a pneumatic robot for transperineal prostate needle placement,
achieving an acceptable level of MR scanner interference while preserving the work-
flow of conventional TRUS-guided procedures. This system was adapted and used in
other work, adapting the control system to a new manipulator [88], performing an
accuracy study using a commercial optitrack system [89] and using the device as a
slave manipulator for teleoperation [90]. Pneumatics were used in Tokuda et al. [91],
a 4-DoF actuator for angulated needle placement. Angulation allows for pubic arch
avoidance, leading to the ability to treat of large volume glands with locations un-
able to be accessed via TRUS-guided procedures. Additionally, piezoelectric motors
were used in Su et al. [92], which can be seen in Fig. 1.17 for direct robotic needle
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placement in the MRI.
Figure 1.17: A robot developed by our research group for direct robotic needle place-
ment in the MRI [92]. A cartesian stage aligns the needle axis towards the target and
a needle driver inserts and rotates a needle for placement.
Additionally, this robot was adapted as a slave device showing acceptable in bore
teleoperation with haptic feedback for needle placement [93], and used separately to
show closed-loop needle steering during continuous multi-planar image acquisition [94]
illustrated in Fig. 1.18
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Figure 1.18: Needle localization using multi-planar MR images. The 3D coordinates
of the needle tip are found by localizing the tip in two perpendicular images [94].
A robotic needle driver was developed by Li et al. [95], intended to work with the
aforementioned robot base used in clinical trials. This system was controlled by a
GUI with discrete buttons corresponding to 1mm or 5mm insertion, and rotation of
the needle limited to ±180o. To improve upon this system, interest in cooperative
control insertions arose and work on this dissertation began.
1.3 Dissertation Contributions
In much of the literature present, the specialized thin flexible needles used for
research in needle interventions are not approved by a regulatory agency for biopsy;
in fact, they are mostly solid core and too thin to be used in a clinical scenario where
a tissue sample must be retrieved. Research contributions on needle steering tend to
be focused on obstacle avoidance or following trajectories of a predefined shape to a
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target location, while teleoperated systems aim for stable control of needle insertion
position with haptic feedback.
Here the work is focused on clinical translation, where translational research or
translational medicine can be defined as combining disciplines, resources, expertise
and techniques to promote enhancements in prevention, diagnosis and therapies [96].
More succinctly, it has been described as “benchtop to bedside” research, initiated
with the goal of clinical implementation [97]. In this case, rather than manipulating
a thin flexible needle, we’re interested in active compensation for deviations from an
initial straight-line trajectory using a typical 18G biopsy needle. More so, to perform
this compensation during cooperatively controlled needle insertions to maintain a
biopsy procedure directed by the physician at the procedure site. Another advantage
of cooperative control is continuous and augmented haptic feedback to restore and
enhance tactile information typically surrendered in favor of robotic accuracy.
The research contributions presented in this dissertation were all developed to
improve the state of the art of clinical prostate biopsy. Many of these contributions
are applicable to other scientific and engineering endeavors, but are summarized here
in context of using image-feedback to robotically place a needle for biopsy collec-
tion while maintaining a physician’s ultimate control of the procedure. The following
contributions are split into scientific and engineering components, where scientific
contributions reflect new work, knowledge and research, while engineering contribu-
tions are required for clinical translation.
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• Scientific Contributions
– A Needle Placement Robotic System A robotic needle driver suit-
able for use within the MR-bore was designed and fabricated. The system
is configured for cooperatively controlled robotic needle insertion along-
side closed-loop image-guided active-compensation for deviations from an
initial straight-line needle insertion trajectory. The control system archi-
tecture was developed based on integration between a robot controller,
the MRI scanner and surgical navigation software 3DSlicer using the open
network communication protocol OpenIGTLink. The effect of the system
on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of MRI images was evaluated.
– Cooperative Control Algorithm For Needle Insertion A nonlinear
algorithm for providing continuous haptic feedback through cooperatively
controlled robotic needle insertion was developed. This control algorithm
is based on the difference of user input and collected needle forces, scalable
by an exponential decay constant to alter the sensitivity of the difference
between input and needle forces on insertion velocity.
– Membrane Puncture Detection Due to needle deflection and target
shift, kinematic motion of the robot cannot guarantee a specific depth
has been reached, but by pairing this with real-time needle force data, a
window around the suspected membrane region can be monitored for a
puncture event.
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• Engineering Contributions
– An Image-Agnostic System For Active-Compensation An imaging
agnostic method of closed-loop active compensation for unmodeled de-
flection and target shift during targeted needle insertion was developed.
Information of needle tip and target localization is passed one-way down-
stream from the image-guidance software to the robot controller via the
OpenIGTLink communication protocol. The system autonomously rotates
a bevel tipped needle towards the direction of desired compensatory effort.
– System Integration Integration of hardware and software subsystems
was performed to prepare for experimental validation in the clinical envi-
ronment. The system hardware was designed to maintain a similar work-
flow as seen in the clinical trials of robot assisted biopsy and the needle
driver design inherently maintained the sterilization techniques used. A
web GUI was used for control of software subsystems, and this was inte-
grated with the surgical navigation software and the MRI scanner console
in the complete system architecture.
– In-bore System Validation The full robotic system was tested inside
the MR-bore. Targeted needle insertions were performed under cooper-
ative control with autonomous rotational bevel tip positioning for active
compensation, along with paired imaging and force sensor membrane punc-
ture detection.
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1.4 Dissertation Overview
The introductory chapter began with the background and motivation for the work
performed in completing this dissertation. This was followed by a literature review
of related work and the overall project evolution by our research team, leading to the
direct contributions of this authors work.
Chapter 2 introduces the robotic needle placement system. The needle placement
manipulator is presented along with its functional components of piezoelectric actua-
tion, force sensing and clinical biopsy gun integration. In addition, the robot forward
and inverse kinematics are presented.
Chapter 3 introduces the reconfigurable control system architecture. A description
of the controller hardware and software architecture is presented, as well as the custom
controller box developed to house the entire control system.
Chapter 4 introduces the paradigm for cooperatively controlled needle insertion.
The formulation of cooperative control algorithms is described, which is based on user
input and the collection of needle forces. Next, a technique is introduced for enhanc-
ing cooperatively controlled insertion with augmented event based haptic feedback at
membrane puncture. Characterization of materials for tissue phantoms is then per-
formed, to accurately mimic the mechanical properties of periprostatic tissue during
insertion. Finally, in-lab validation tests for membrane puncture detection are then
presented.
Chapter 5 focuses on targeting specific locations with the needle tip via image-
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based feedback. Registration and feature localization are described within the partic-
ular laboratory setup used to develop the algorithms, followed by an image-agnostic
technique for closed-loop active compensation based on rotational bevel tip posi-
tioning. In-lab validation results for targeting both stationary and shifted targets is
presented.
Chapter 6 presents our system integration. A complete architecture for using
this system in the clinical environment for cooperatively controlled prostate biopsy
is given, including integration of individual software and hardware components to
perform in-bore needle insertions. The effect of the system on the SNR of MR images
is presented, then the final system is validated during in-bore experiments.
We conclude and discuss future work in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Needle Placement Manipulator For
Prostate Biopsy
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the robotic needle placement manipulator for performing
transperineal MRI-guided targeted needle insertion under cooperative control. A
major goal of this work was to identify components and design a system for safe
and effective use in the MRI. The design requirements are given and the full 6-DoF
system is presented. Additional focus is given to the 2-DoF needle driver specifically
developed as part of this work, with functional components of piezoelectric actuation,
force sensing and needle integration discussed. The kinematic parameters along with
the forward and inverse kinematics of the system are then presented.
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2.2 Design Requirements
The most important requirement for the robotic system was compatibility with
the MR environment. This requires no ferromagnetic material and minimal use of
other metals only where necessary, such as the use of brass hardware. Regarding the
clinical trials performed using the robot base, an added needle driver should mount
directly in place of the previous needle guide. The average targeting accuracy of the
robot assisted clinical trials was 6.6±5.1mm, but studies have classified targets to be
any tumor foci greater than 0.2ml (3.6mm radius) [15]. For instance, in a study of
96 men, 215 cancer foci were found and 90% were under 0.5mL (4.9mm radius) and
79% were under 0.2mL (3.6mm radius) [98]. Therefore, adding active compensation
should aim to increase targeting accuracy by 50% to target tumor foci as small as
0.2ml.
In addition, the needle driver must not interfere with the robot base function
or limit its motion or work space in any way. The needle driver must be needle
agnostic, requiring changing just a mounting bracket for a different needle or biopsy
gun to be used. The needle driver must be capable of 150mm of needle insertion as
this is the typical biopsy needle length. Insertion speed limited to 10mm/s allows for
compensatory deflection to correct for deviations from a straight-line trajectory, while
speed as low as 1mm/s is required for compensation under real-time MR imaging
which can be as slow as 2Hz. The needle driver should also be capable of a full 360o
of continuous uni- and bidirectional rotation to perform active compensation.
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The system must be capable of performing cooperative needle insertion, collecting
both a user input force and the forces seen on the needle behind the biopsy gun. The
forces should be collected by sensors which do not adversely effect the SNR of the
images, and do not suffer from interaction with the magnetic field. Finally, the work
flow used in manual procedures which was extended to the clinical trials should be
maintained as close as possible, including sterilization and draping of the robot during
experiments and procedures.
2.3 The Robotic Mechanism
The needle placement robot that was developed throughout completion of this
dissertation consists of the 4-DoF clinical alignment base described in [99], with a 2-
DoF needle driver developed specifically for cooperative needle insertion. The needle
driver mounts directly to the 4-DoF base in place of the manual needle guide and is
configured for cooperatively controlled needle insertion with continuous closed-loop
needle rotation. The bulk of the robotic components were machined from the high
strength thermoplastic Polyetherimide, more commonly referred to as Ultem, with
several smaller components 3D printed from Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS).
An annotated image of the robotic needle placement manipulator is shown in Fig.
2.1.
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Figure 2.1: An annotated figure of the robotic needle placement manipulator. The
robot is suitable for use in the MR environment with brass hardware and components
primarily machined from Ultem. The robot is designed to align the insertion axis to
a target, insert and rotate a biopsy gun using piezoelectraic actuation.
Slight modifications such as cable management were made to the clinical base,
but the bulk of design and fabrication was performed on the needle driver. Figure 2.2
shows a series of renders of the needle driver design. The needle driver mounts directly
to the 4-DoF base in place of the manual needle guide, is configured for cooperatively
controlled insertion with 360o of continuous closed-loop needle rotation.
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Figure 2.2: Three views of the needle driver specifically developed throughout work
on this dissertation. The needle driver mounts to the clinical 4-DoF base in the same
location as the manual needle guide.
An aluminum lead screw with a 12mm diameter and a 3mm/rot pitch from IGUS
(Rumford, RI, USA) was used to move the sliding carriage forward with actuation
of the insertion motor at the back of the needle driver. The sliding carriage moves
along two aluminum linear rails and the the rotation motor was mounted directly to
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the top of it. The rotating shaft connected to the biopsy gun is hollow to allow for a
plunger to reach the firing pin at the back of the gun, and was coupled to the rotation
motor via a set of brass bevel gears. All position feedback was achieved using optical
encoders with 1250 counts per revolution (CPR) from US Digital (Vancouver, WA,
USA), model EM-1-1250 with disks mounted on each rotating shaft. Figure 2.3 shows
an annotated view of the carriage up close, while Fig. 2.4 shows the sliding carriage
motion for needle insertion.
Figure 2.3: A close-up view of the needle driver sliding carriage showing the input
and needle force sensors.
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Figure 2.4: Movement of the sliding carriage for needle insertion. The positive direc-
tion corresponds to needle insertion.
2.3.1 Functional Components
2.3.1.1 Piezoelectric Actuation
Typical DC motors are inherently not compatible with the MRI environment.
Instead, actuation for each axis is performed by non-magnetic harmonic drive piezo-
electric motors, model USR-60 from the Shinsei Corporation (Tokyo, Japan), and
models USR-45 and USR-30 from Fukoku Co Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) respectively. Sim-
ilarly to their DC counterparts, these motors are comprised of a stator and a rotor,
but rather than using magnets the stator is a ceramic piezoelectric element bonded
to a micro-deformable copper body. The rotor is aluminum and is coupled to the
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stator through preloaded friction. When two sinusoidal waves with 90o phase shift
in the range of 47Khz − 51Khz are applied to the piezoelectric crystal, a traveling
wave propagates to deform the copper body and spin the rotor. These motors were
controlled with dedicated drivers from Shinsei Corporation, model D060. The labeled
components of the piezo motor are detailed in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: The components of the piezoelectric motor used in this system. Top
Right) the copper stator, Top Left) the ceramic crystal is glued to the back of the
stator, Bottom) the rotor is coupled via preloaded friction when the case motor is
attached.
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2.3.1.2 Force Sensing
If constructed properly, force sensing within the MRI can be accomplished using
traditional load cell force sensors. Applications of strain gauge based implementa-
tions in MRI have been explored, such as a 3-DoF sensor by Sutherland et al. [100], or
implementations for haptic feedback in teleoperated systems for needle based proce-
dures by Kokes et al. [101] and Tse et al. [49]. A preferred option for use in the MRI
would be fiber optic force sensing, as fiber optics are completely MRI-safe. Fiber optic
implementations include force sensing through phase modulation, such a Fabry-Perot
interferometer (FPI) [102], or wavelength modulation such as a customized needle
embedded with Fiber Bragg grating [103].
As our design requirement was to maintain the integrity of in-use clinical biopsy
needles, it was necessary to determine the needle force from behind the entire biopsy
gun and this was done with a shielded aluminum cased load cell sensor MLP-10
from Transducer Techniques (Temecula, CA, USA). An identical sensor was used to
capture user input and Figure 2.6 shows sensor data collected inside the MR bore
during a needle insertion and how an input force is applied to the robot to create
a cooperative insertion velocity. Functional use of the force sensors for cooperative
inesrtion and membrane puncture detection is described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.6: Top) Input and needle force data seen during a cooperative needle inser-
tion inside the MRI. Bottom) A photo showing the application of a cooperative force
input onto the needle placement robot.
2.3.1.3 Needle Integration
Through discussing with physicians on how the current techniques for manual
biopsy can be improved through robotics, the requirement for incorporating robotic
accuracy without altering in-use clinical biopsy guns was evident. Typical biopsy guns
are an already regulatory approved device, and a robotic system that can manipulate
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this already in-use tool has a much higher chance of succeeding in regulatory approval
itself. Taking this into account the robotic system was designed to be needle agnostic,
capable of inserting and rotating different biopsy devices with an alteration to just the
coupling component. This component is 3D printed in ABS and can be easily altered
for use with a different biopsy tool. Throughout this work a biopsy gun typically
used in MR-guided clinical procedures was used, the Full-Auto Bx Gun 18G 175 mm
from Invivo (Best, Netherlands). This biopsy gun along with its specific coupling
component are shown in in Fig. 2.7.
Figure 2.7: The clinical biopsy gun and the coupling assembly used to mount it to the
robot. Top: the assembly of biopsy gun and coupling component used in the robot,
Bottom: the individual pieces of the assembly
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2.3.2 Robot Kinematics
The forward and inverse kinematics were implemented as described for the clinical
base by Eslami et al. [99], with additional consideration for the added needle driver.
Figure 2.8 shows a back and side view image of the robot describing kinematic pa-
rameters. Table 2.1 provides the values for these parameters and 2.2 describes the
limits and resolution of motion for the developed needle driver.
Figure 2.8: The kinematic parameters of the robot. The measurements used to
determine the forward and inverse kinematics, with the values detailed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Robot Kinematic Parameters
Parameter Specification
L 124mm
W 84mm
H1 12mm
H2 67.5mm
D 181.5mm
Zoffset 259.075mm
Table 2.2: Needle Driver Specifications
Parameter Specification
Insertion Range 150mm
Insertion Step Resolution 1.2um
Maximum Insertion Speed 10mm/s
Rotation Range 360o
Rotation Step Resolution 0.072o
Maximum Rotation Speed 3rot/s
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2.3.2.1 Forward Kinematics
The forward kinematics describe the position and orientation of a robot’s end
effector with respect to each of the individual joint variables. In this case the needle
tip position and orientation are described by the position of the four base joints:
FrontLeft, FrontRight, BackLeft and BackRight, as well as the Insertion and Rotation
joints of the needle driver. Each of these joints is labeled in Fig. 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Each robot joint axis labeled with positive direction of motion. The
projected robot base frame is also shown, with the positive X direction shown as
robot base motion to the left, and the positive Z direction as needle insertion.
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The forward kinematics were derived from the kinematic diagram shown in Fig.
2.10 [99]. Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 describe the location of the needle tip with
respect to the robot home coordinate frame, labeled as “Front Origin” in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Kinematic Diagram of the 4-DoF robot base. [99]
For the four base joints, positive motion is described as movement to the left if
looking along the needle axis from the robot to the needle tip. Needle insertion is
described as positive movement for the Insertion joint, and counterclockwise rotation
is described as positive motion for the Rotation joint. The kinematics for the robot
base were implemented to allow for straight-line insertion trajectories, so positions of
the FrontLeft and BackLeft joints are equal, as well as the FrontRight and BackRight
joints. For this reason the joints FrontLeft and FrontRight are used to calculate
the forward kinematics. Needle deflection will cause the tip-orientation to change
throughout insertion, and compensating for this is covered in Chapter 5. Further
kinematic analysis of the clinical 4-DoF base can be found in [99]
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Xtip =
(FrontLeft+ FrontRight)
2
(2.1)
Ytip = H1 +H2 +
√
L2 − (FrontLeft− FrontRight−W )2 (2.2)
Ztip = Insertion+ Zoffset (2.3)
2.3.2.2 Inverse Kinematics
As opposed to forward kinematics, the inverse kinematics describes the required
joint positions for placement of the end effector in a specific conformation. With a
desired needle tip placement of Xdesired, Ydesired, Zdesired (along with a 3x3 orientation
matrix if an angulated insertion is desired), Equations 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 corre-
spond to the joint variables for the FrontLeft, FrontRight, BackLeft, BackRight and
Insertion axes respectively. Rotational position of the needle tip is directly set by the
Rotation joint axis through image-feedback also described in Chapter 5.
FrontLeft = 0.5 ∗ (2 ∗Xdesired +W + 2 ∗
√
L2 + (Ydesired −H1−H2)2 (2.4)
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FrontRight = 2 ∗Xdesired − FrontSlider1 (2.5)
BackLeft = 0.5 ∗ (2 ∗Xdesired +W + 2 ∗
√
L2 + (Ydesired −H1−H2)2 (2.6)
BackRight = 2 ∗Xdesired −RearSlider1 (2.7)
Insertion = Zdesired − Zoffset (2.8)
2.4 Discussion and Conclusions
The needle placement system described in this chapter consists of a robotic ma-
nipulator suitable for use in the MR environment. The final design is a 6-DoF system
consisting of a 4-DoF robot base and a novel 2-DoF cooperatively controlled needle
driver configured for continuous hands-on needle insertion alongside closed-loop active
compensation of deflection from an initial straight-line needle trajectory. The system
was presented in consideration of design requirements for effective use in the MR bore
with components such as piezoelectric actuation and aluminum cased load cells. The
control system architecture is presented in the next chapter and the evaluation of the
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entire system’s effect on SNR is discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
An Adaptable Robot Controller
Architecture
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the robot controller architecture, an adaptable system for
control of MRI-guided surgical robots. The design requirements for the controller
are given, followed by how these were fulfilled by individual hardware and software
subsystems.
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3.2 Design Requirements
The requirements for the control system architecture included a controller capa-
ble of reconfigurable input/output robot control implementation, power management
and communication between the control system and auxiliary software applications
via the OpenIGTLink network communication protocol. It was throughout work on
this dissertation that a shift to a new centralized architecture was required, as pre-
vious decentralized versions made synchronization between axes and implementation
of accurate sensing and haptic feedback difficult. An additional requirement for re-
configuration was to ensure the controller was robot agnostic, applicable to future
generations of this robotic manipulator and new systems altogether. The control box
must enter the MR room with the robot so it must be adequately shielded, and a
single shielded cable must be used to connect the controller to the robot.
3.3 Software Architecture
3.3.1 Robot Control
A reconfigurable control system for this robot was implemented on the sbRIO-
9651 from National Instruments (Austin, TX, USA). This System on Module (SoM)
contains an Artix-7 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) from Xilinx (San Jose,
CA, USA), as well as a proprietary Linux Real-Time Operating System running on an
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ARM Cortex-A9 manufactured by National Instruments. This specific Reconfigurable
Input/Output (RIO) architecture is based on a real-time operating system (RTOS)
and the programmable hardware of an FPGA. The FPGA interfaces with the analog
and digital I/O and communicates via a high-speed PCI bus to arm processor. This
architecture is described visually in Fig. 3.1
Figure 3.1: The National Instruments Reconfigurable Input/Output Architecture.
The FPGA interfaces with the hardware for high-speed IO and communicates to the
processor via PCI. c©National Instruments
The FPGA is programmed in National Instruments LabVIEW and and contains
the low-level hardware I/O interface along with high-speed SPI communication. High-
level robot command software can be programmed either in LabVIEW or in C/C++
on the RTOS as shown in Fig. 3.2, and in our case all high-level code was written in
C++ with specific implementation discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 3.2: The programming options for the FPGA and ARM processor within the
RIO architecture. c©National Instruments
3.4 Hardware Architecture
3.4.0.1 Circuit Assembly
The RIO architecture allows the system to be robot agnostic. An early implemen-
tation of the control system was based on a Compact Re-configurable Input/Output
cRIO-9068 also from National Instruments. Similar to the sbRIO, the cRIO is a
Linux based platform with an ARM Cortex-A9 processor running a RTOS and an on
board Artix-7 FPGA for high-speed I/O. Instead of a SoM architecture, this system
is part of a chassis which can interface with pre-built swappable modules which al-
low for high degrees of customization. The cRIO, along with several power supplies
and a custom PCB for power distribution were built into the control box shown in
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3.3. This system was not suitable for use in the MR environment, but allowed for
proof-of-concept development using the RIO architecture.
Figure 3.3: The first controller box developed, a non-dedicated non-MRI compati-
ble version based on the cRIO-9068. This system from National Instruments uses
the same FPGA/ARM processor architecture, instead using proprietary swappable
modules for I/O.
With success of the cRIO based system, the sbRIO SoM was broken out on a
custom backplane to develop a system suitable for use in the MR. The custom back-
plane contains 10 individual card slots, one corresponding to a daughter card for each
functional robot axis. Figure 3.4 shows the layout of hardware architecture while 3.5
shows how this was realized in a PCB circuit assembly.
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Figure 3.4: The hardware architecture in the robot controller. Swappable daughter
cards correspond to each robot axis and can be rearranged to control different robot
function.
Figure 3.5: The realized circuit assembly inside the control box showing the back-
plane, power distribution board and swappable daughter cards.
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The vertical daughter cards in figure 3.5 are the modular components of the control
system architecture. Using the reconfigurable SoM broken out on a backplane, these
cards can be replaced or rearranged to support control of any robot with up to 10
functional axes, where a functional axis is not limited to the motorized joint axes of
the robot. In this system there are two types of functional axes implemented, motor
control and force sensing, but additional types of daughter cards can be developed
for new functionality such as control of interventional treatments directly. The two
types implemented in this system can be seen in figures 3.6 and 3.7 for the motor
card and sensor card respectively.
Figure 3.6: A type of motor control daughter card. This card has an FPGA which
communicates to the backplane and uses an external Shinsei D060 motor driver.
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Figure 3.7: The force sensor daughter card. This card has an FPGA to communicate
with the backplane and four ADC channels to input analog signals from the robot.
3.4.0.2 Power Requirements
Several levels of DC voltages are required to power each component of the system.
To satisfy this requirement a set of low-noise switching power supplies were chosen to
be placed directly inside the shielded controller box alongside the circuit assembly.
Three VIPAC Power Systems from Vicor Corp. (Andover, MA, USA) were se-
lected to provide the necessary power to the robot and controller. These power
systems have an AC/DC front end and up to 3 DC/DC converters to provide outputs
are various voltage levels. An annotated image of the VIPAC power system is shown
in Fig. 3.8. This system shows a configuration with three DC outputs.
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Figure 3.8: A description of the VIPAC power system. The system takes in an AC
input and can provide between one and three DC outputs depending on the required
specifications. c©Vicor Inc.
The VIPAC systems used in the control box to provide power are shown in Fig.
3.9 and consist of models: VP-A which has 3 DC outputs 5V, 12V,−12V , VP-B which
has outputs 24V and 24V to provide 24V and also used in series to provide 48V , and
VP-F which has a single 3.3V supply.
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Figure 3.9: The three VIPAC power systems used in this system. The required
voltages for the entire system are 48V, 24V, 12V, -12V, 5V and 3.3V. c©Vicor Inc.
3.4.1 MRI Compatible Controller Box
A custom shielded aluminum controller box was designed to house the circuit
assembly, power supplies and peripheral components necessary to control the robot.
The box enters the MR room with robot and stays outside of the 5 Gauss Line.
Precautions were taken to limit EMI interference with the MR scanner by including
specialized EMI blocking vents for heat dissipation and EMI gasketing along each
the mating components. Each of the PCBs within the box had a a layer of shield on
the top and bottom with via stitching connecting the layers along the entire PCB.
In addition, the aluminum case was directly connected to shield creating a Faraday
Cage around the control system. Communication to the control box from a host PC
outside the MR room is achieved via a fiber optical cable through the scanner room
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wave guide. A render of the design and photograph of the control box is shown in
Fig. 3.10.
Figure 3.10: A render and photograph of the controller box developed throughout
work on this dissertation. The controller contains the aforementioned power supplies
and circuit assembly.
3.4.2 Custom Cable
A shielded connection between the controller and the robot was accomplished by a
single 7.62m(25ft) long and 151 pin cable. This cable consisted of a set of smaller 12
conductor (6 twisted pair) cables for encoder and limit switch data, and 6 conductor
(3 twisted pair) cable for motor actuation for each of the 10 possible robot axes. The
encoder and motor cables were part numbers 78176 SL005 and 78173 SL005 from
Alpha Wire (Leominster, MA, USA) respectively. Each end of the cable was fitted
with a circular connector plug, part number TV06RF-23-151P-LC with gold contact
pins 10-597331-735, both from Amphenol Aerospace Operations (Wallingford, CT,
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USA). Figure 3.11 shows the cable at different stages of assembly.
Figure 3.11: A series of photos showing assembly of the custom 151 pin cable which
connects the controller box to the robot. The final product combines 16 smaller
cables, 8 corresponding to motor function consisting of three sets of twisted paired
wires, and 8 corresponding to encoder signals consisting of 6 sets of twisted paired
wires.
3.5 Cross Platform Control of Stereotac-
tic Neurosurgery
Throughout completion of this dissertation, the research group developed a sep-
arate robotic platform for MR-guided stereotactic neurosurgery, specifically closed-
loop conformal thermal ablation of brain tumors [104–106]. This robotic system
shares many of the same design requirements for use in the MR-bore as the needle
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placement manipulator described in Chapter 2, and can be seen in position inside the
scanner in 3.12. The reconfigurable controller presented in this chapter was required
to control both the needle placement manipulator for prostate interventions, but also
this MR-guided robot and other yet unrealized robotic systems.
Figure 3.12: A render of a robot for MR-guided stereotactic neurosurgery in-
development by the research group. The reconfigurable controller developed as part
of this dissertation was required to be adaptable to both the needle placement ma-
nipulator described in Chapter 2 but also this MR-guided robot and others yet to be
developed.
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3.6 Discussion and Conclusions
The controller architecture is developed on a National Instruments SoM containing
an FPGA and a RTOS running on an embedded Linux platform. This platform
allows for rapid and reconfigurable development of algorithms as well as real-time
deterministic execution of code. With high-speed I/O and low-level control loops
running on the FPGA, high-level robot function is implemented in C++. The NI
module sits on a custom backplane and circuit board assembly inside of an aluminum
shielded control box and is connected to the robot via a shielded cable. The control
system architecture was specifically designed for reconfigurability, with requirements
to control both the needle placement robot for prostate interventions, and also a robot
for MR-guided thermal ablation of brain tumors also development by the broader
research group. The controller is paired with the needle placement robot for SNR
evaluation in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Cooperative Control
4.1 Introduction
Physicians use tactile feedback throughout needle insertion to perceive needle tip
localization within anatomical structures. A cooperatively controlled needle insertion
would enable providing a physician with augmented haptic feedback to restore this
perceived localization, without distancing the physician from the patient. The ad-
mittance based cooperative control algorithm is presented along with a description
of the control strategy and how it was implemented for robotic needle insertion. A
paired force-sensor and image-guided technique to provide augmented haptic feedback
at membrane puncture is also presented. Furthermore, for valid research outcomes,
phantoms used for needle insertions must accurately mimic the mechanical proper-
ties of pelvic tissue. Therefore phantoms were developed and characterized to match
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mechanical properties using ultrasound elastography. Finally, the results of in lab
experiments for membrane puncture detection under cooperative control are shown.
4.2 Hands-on Cooperative Insertion
4.2.1 Cooperative Control Algorithm
The technique for hands-on cooperative needle insertion is based on collecting
user force input as well as forces seen on the needle during insertion. By collecting
both the user input force, Finput, as well as the forces seen on the needle,
∑
Fneedle,
continuous augmented haptic feedback can be provided during cooperative needle
insertion by adjusting the insertion velocity as a function of the two.
The forces seen on the needle are comprised of three components: the cutting
force, the stiffness on the tip, and the friction force along the length of the needle [76].
Separating these forces is possible, for instance by using Fiber Bragg grating [86], but
this is not feasible in a scenario where altering an already regulatory approved clinical
biopsy needle is not an option. Instead, these forces are collected as one collective
measurement at the proximal end of the biopsy gun.
The implemented cooperative algorithm was developed based on a velocity curve
with a decaying exponential, where the sensitivity of the difference of forces can be
scaled by an exponential decay constant λ. With the difference of forces in Newtons
defined as Fδ in Equation 4.1, the cooperative control scheme showing the insertion
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velocity in mm/s is described in Equation 4.2.
Fδ = Finput −
∑
Fneedle (4.1)
vinsertion =

vmax(1− 0.9e−λ(Fδ)), Finput >
∑
Fneedle
0.1vmax, Finput <
∑
Fneedle, Finput > 0
0, otherwise
(4.2)
Increasing the magnitude of λ leads to an increased insertion velocity during
initial insertion with higher sensitivity between Finput and
∑
Fneedle as their values
approach each other. The goal of this algorithm is not transparent haptic sensation,
where the forces seen on the needle are accurately reflected to the user, but instead
providing augmented feedback at event based boundary transitions. This algorithm
gives the user control of insertion speed through a force input, while increasing the
sensitivity of tactile feedback as the needle force approaches this input. This situation
is typically seen at the transition between tissue boundaries when needle force spikes,
and could allow sensing of boundary transitions that could not have been able to be
felt by the user alone. This inherently makes the system non-transparent, instead
allowing for additional augmented feedback to be implemented at event detection
such as these boundary transitions or forbidden regions corresponding to specific
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anatomical structures to avoid. Figure 4.1 illustrates a series of velocity curves for
cooperative insertion based on varying the value of λ. The non-zero y-intercept along
with the second condition of motion were added empirically to avoid discontinuities
of movement while an intent of insertion was present if, for instance, needle force
grew larger than the input force for the user.
Figure 4.1: The velocity curve of cooperative insertion based on the exponential decay
constant λ. As lambda increases the insertion velocity increases early during insertion
and the sensitivity increases as the input and needle forces approach each other.
4.2.2 Cooperative Insertion Implementation
Cooperative needle insertion was implemented through admittance based closed-
loop velocity control. Admittance control provides a velocity output to a force input,
suited ideally for cooperative control. A block diagram describing cooperative inser-
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tion is shown in Fig. 4.2. There are two inputs, a target depth and a user applied
force input. First, Fδ is determined by subtracting the needle force from the applied
input force. Then the current needle tip position is subtracted from the target depth
to determine if the target depth has been reached. If it has then insertion stops, if it
hasn’t then Fδ is passed to the cooperative controller to determine the insertion ve-
locity based on Equation 4.2. An inner proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control
loop with velocity feedback maintains the desired set point insertion velocity based on
the cooperative controller output. An insertion velocity produces an increased inser-
tion position that is fed back to make the supervisory control loop decision. Finally,
as the needle inserts deeper into the tissue the force seen on the needle increases, and
this needle force is fed back to the beginning of the control loop in determination of
Fδ.
Figure 4.2: A block diagram showing the implementation of cooperative needle inser-
tion. Closed-loop velocity control maintains a setpoint based on force values with a
supervisory position loop to cease insertion at the target depth.
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Sensor noise or mechanical disturbances can affect the control decision in each
instance where feedback is used. A PD controller is implemented to maintain the
desired velocity, while position compensation is performed via the image tracking
software. In the case of force collection, both the input and needle force readings
are filtered using a third order embedded Butterworth filter. A third order filter was
chosen empirically to minimize delay with acceptable smoothing of the raw signal.
4.3 Membrane Puncture Detection
Through adaptation of a robotic needle insertion, the tactile forces typically used
for anatomical localization are lost. By implementing membrane puncture detec-
tion this information can be provided to the physician in the form of an enhanced
augmented haptic feedback during cooperatively controlled needle insertion.
Several options are available for providing an enhanced feedback response to the
user at the puncture event. Most simply, the robot could be made to stop at a
detection, or perhaps withdrawn slightly to account for tissue relaxation. Vibrotactile
feedback could be implemented with the use of an additional actuator, or during
cooperative insertion a short (< 100ms) freeze of the insertion axis can provide a
haptic response related to the puncture. Furthermore, auxiliary feedback such as
visual or audio cues can be implemented to inform the user of a puncture event,
as experiments have shown humans reacting faster to sound [107], although [108]
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showed vibrotactile feedback may be the most suitable for haptic systems using the
same channel for input and output, which most closely reflects the system presented
herein.
4.3.1 Detection Algorithm
Continuous augmented force feedback is presented to the user via an input veloc-
ity dependent on input force and needle-tissue interaction, but an additional haptic
response can be provided to the user at the detection of a membrane puncture event.
This system uses imaging to localize the depth of a membrane and provide a window
to monitor the needle force data for detection of a puncture event. Anatomical struc-
tures seen in imaging can provide baseline information for the location of a membrane
such as the prostate capsule. Furthermore, typical imaging sequences used in MRI
interventions cannot determine puncture in real-time and can only verify puncture
in a confirmation image. Robotic insertion to a depth cannot guarantee a puncture
has occurred due to tissue deformation and needle deflection realizing a needle tip
location that cannot be accurately described exclusively by robot kinematics.
In our case, the system can take advantage of its inherent workflow within the
MRI to localize a predicted puncture location. Membrane and capsule depths within
the insertion plane will be visible in pre- and intra-operative imaging, and depth
information can be sent to the robot when registered to the scanner coordinate frame.
If real-time needle force sensing is added in compliment, a windowed estimate for the
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desired membrane depth can be paired with sensor data to look for a puncture event
around that location.
In cases of multiple membranes or noisy sensor data, probabilistic models can
perform better than simple thresholding to separate a true puncture event from other
needle-tissue interactions [84]. A more complex model may not be necessary when
searching for a puncture event in real-time, if the location of expected puncture can
be narrowed as is done here. While within the expected window, simple membrane
puncture can be identified by observing the square of the derivative of the needle
force measurement:
((
∑
Fneedle(k) −
∑
Fneedle(k−1))/∆T )
2 (4.3)
A graph of needle force and the square of the derivative through two puncture
events in a phantom are illustrated in Figure 4.3. Within the window puncture is
detected by double thresholding as shown in Equations 4.4 and 4.5. Detection begins
with the square of the derivative crossing the puncture threshold, Tpuncture, shown in
the figure in red and determined experimentally based on the mechanical properties
of tissue.
(∆Fneedle)
2 > Tpuncture (4.4)
Once the puncture threshold has been crossed, the square is multiplied by the sign
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of the derivative to allow for zero crossing to be detected. When the zero crossing is
detected the puncture has occurred.
sgn(∆Fneedle)x(∆Fneedle)
2 < 0 (4.5)
In Fig. 4.3, thresholding would detect the punctures shown at depths of 36.66mm
and 65.84mm, but would trigger a puncture detection around 72mm as well. By
using image data, the windows shown in the figure limit the search region eliminating
the false positive. This puncture detection algorithm was implemented in C++ and
it’s implementation using pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 1
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Figure 4.3: A graphical representation of membrane puncture detection. A needle
insertion trial data into a phantom of layered samples soft-stiff-soft. The black vertical
lines represent the window provided from imaging the phantom. Both membrane
punctures were detected at 36.66mm and 65.84mm, with the windowing successfully
able to filter out a false positive after the second puncture.
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if a membrane is selected in imaging for puncture detection then
proceed with needle insertion;
if the needle tip is within the estimated window then
start watching the needle force;
if the square of the derivative of needle force is greater than first
threshold then
first threshold crossed;
end
if first threshold crossed then
multiply the derivative of the needle force squared by the sign of
the derivative;
if the signed squared derivative of force crosses below zero then
second threshold crossed, PUNCTURE DETECTED;
end
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Double threshold technique to determine when membrane puncture
has occurred within the estimated window
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4.4 Materials for Function Validation
To accurately reflect needle forces and have realistic results for haptic develop-
ment with intent towards clinical translation, mechanical properties of phantoms and
realistic forces seen in the target procedure must be replicated. Tissue phantoms
were constructed with different concentrations of Plastisol liquid polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) and PVC Softener from M-F Manufacturing (Fort Worth, TX, USA). Use of
this material for developing tissue phantoms was described in [109] and also used
in [86,110] to mimic soft tissue for needle insertion experiments.
4.4.1 Tissue Phantom Characterization
The Young’s Modulus of excised prostate tissue has been reported in the range of
16.0±5.7kPa for healthy and 40.6±15.9kPa for cancerous tissue by Hoyt et al. [111],
while Ahn et al. [110] reported 17.0±9.0kPa and 24.1±14.5kPa for healthy and can-
cerous respectively. Samples with concentrations of Plastisol/Softener of 100%/0%,
80%/%20 and 60%/40% were molded and each was tested using ultrasound elastrog-
raphy to determine the Young’s Modulus directly. Testing was performed at Brigham
and Women’s Hospital using an ultrasound machine from GE (Boston, MA, USA)
model LOGIQ E9. Ten measurements were taken for each sample and the relation-
ship between %softener added and the Young’s Modulus changed linearly. Figure 4.4
shows the experimental setup used to collect Young’s Modulus data, while 4.5 shows
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the linear results, with the measurements taken summarized in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.4: Characterization of materials for phantom construction using ultrasound
elastography. Several concentrations of liquid Plastisol PVC and PVC softener were
tested at Brigham and Women’s hospital to determine their mechanical properties
for phantom construction.
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Figure 4.5: The results of material characterization using ultrasound elastography.
The Young’s Modulus changed proportionately to the concentration of PVC softener
added.
Table 4.1: Ultrasound elastography results for mixed PVC concentration samples
(kPa)
%PVC/%Softener 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean StDev
60/40 18.37 17.27 18.52 17.97 18.71 16.37 19.16 18.8 17.73 17.72 18.06 0.08
80/20 33.42 28.79 33.02 30.69 32.1 31.24 35.18 31.25 31.7 33.89 32.13 1.73
100/0 52.42 44.88 41.34 41.73 57.31 51.45 50.87 43.06 40.81 42.23 46.61 5.57
4.4.2 Interaction Forces during Needle Insertion
Along with the Young’s Modulus, needle interaction forces seen during insertions
in phantoms of this material must mimic froces seen in clinical interventions. Using
an 18AWG needle, Podder et al. [112] measured an average in vivo needle force of
8.87N outside and 6.28N inside the prostate respectively, citing the differences due
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to softer tissue within the prostate. After consideration of the elastography results
alongside preliminary tests of needle forces seen during insertions, two concentrations
were chosen to move forward, a 70%/30% (∼25kPa) concentration to mimic perio-
prostatic tissue, along with a 60%/40% (∼18kPa) concentration for characterization
experiments requiring variable tissue stiffness. Here forward samples of these con-
centrations will be referred to as the stiffer sample for 70%/30% concentration and
softer sample for the 60%/40% concentration.
A series of constant velocity automated needle insertions were performed into
the selected stiffer and softer phantoms in the lab. Five insertions were performed
at constant velocities of 2mm/s, 6mm/s and 10mm/s, with results plotted in Fig.
4.6. Forces were seen in range of the in vivo data presented previously [112], with
average forces in the stiffer phantom reaching between 5.5N and 6.5N , while the
softer phantom reached between 1.5N and 2.5N across all velocities. Additionally,
increased insertion velocity showed an increase in average needle force throughout the
length of the phantom, with increased velocity appearing to have more effect on the
forces seen in softer phantom.
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Needle Forces Seen in Phantoms of Dierent PVC Concentrations for Increasing Insertion Velocities
Figure 4.6: The
∑
Fneedle seen during insertions at constant velocities 2mm/s, 6mm/s
and 10mm/s into phantoms of different concentrations. Forces seen on the phantom
of 60%/40% Plastisol to Softener concentration reached an average max force near
2N for insertions at 10mm/s, while those in the 70%/30% phantom reached almost
7N
4.4.3 Heterogeneous Phantom Development
After the material concentrations were chosen and characterized through pre-
liminary insertions, heterogeneous phantoms mimicking pelvic structures were con-
structed. First, anonymized MRI images from clinical prostate biopsy procedures
were used to segment periprostatic structures. Using 3DSlicer, each structure can be
segmented throughout the entire set of image slices and a 3D reconstruction can be
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developed. A sample slice of an image set along with the 3D reconstruction created
from it is shown in Fig. 4.7. The needle path of a biopsy taken can be determined
through selecting the needle artifact in each slice using the CurveMaker plug-in for
3DSlicer.
Figure 4.7: Segmentation of anatomical structures in 3D slicer. Bottom: 2D segmen-
tation of each structure, Top: the 3D composite image of structures defined in each
slice.
After the region was fully segmented, .STL files of individual structures were
used to created Computer Aided Design (CAD) models of molds for each. These
molds were 3D printed and individual structures were molded using the 70%/30%
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concentration, with pigmented dyes to create heterogeneous phantoms with distin-
guishable characteristics. The 3D printed molds for the prostate, corpus spongiosum
and bulbospongiosus are shown on the left of Fig. 4.8. The figure also shows a set of
structures molded from these molds and a heterogeneous phantom molded using the
individual structures.
Figure 4.8: Molds of anatomical structures created from segmenting anonymized MR
images. Left) The 3D printed molds, Center) structures molded from PVC, Right) a
heterogeneous phantom assembled from the molds.
4.5 Validation Studies
The system was developed and validated in the lab setting. The insertions were
performed on an optical table in view of two perpendicularly mounted camera as seen
in Fig. 4.9. The puncture detection algorithm was tested on two sets of phantoms,
both three layered with a thin polyimide sheet placed between each layer to act as a
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membrane. The difference between the phantom sets were the order of layers, with one
being soft-stiff-soft, and the other stiff-soft-stiff. The ”soft” and ”stiff” characteristics
of the layers correspond to those in the previous section.
Figure 4.9: The in-lab experimental setup for membrane puncture detection. The
robot is secured to an optical table along with an imaging stage which holds the
phantom and two perpendicularly mounted cameras.
Twenty-five cooperatively controlled needle insertions were performed into each
type of phantom. The first hypothesis was that detecting puncture will be more dif-
ficult for transitions occurring at a greater insertion depth and the second hypothesis
was that detecting puncture from the soft sample to the stiff sample will be more
difficult than from stiff to soft. The results are summarized in Table 4.2.
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The results indicate that detection of membranes deeper along the insertion axis
may be inherently harder to detect because overall needle force is greater, so the
difference seen by a membrane puncture may not be significant enough to trigger
detection. Furthermore, the second hypothesis stating detection of puncture from a
softer tissue to a stiffer one would be more difficult than vice versa was confirmed,
when this transition occurs deeper in insertion. This hypothesis was made considering
the work by [81], where it was found that a needle traversing an internal tissue
boundary can cause rupture (i.e. significant force change), if the tissue of the new
tissue layer is significantly lower than that of the current layer.
Table 4.2: Success of Puncture Detection During Cooperatively Controlled Needle
Insertions
Type Location Success Rate
soft → stiff shallow (< 50mm) 88%
soft → stiff deep (> 50mm) 68%
stiff→ soft shallow (< 50mm) 88%
stiff→ soft deep (> 50mm) 80%
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter the cooperative control algorithm was presented. This algorithm
determines the needle insertion speed based on the difference between the applied
input force and the force seen on the needle within the tissue. It is based on a
decaying exponential with variable decay constant λ. By changing λ the effects of
the difference between the difference of forces can be altered, allowing for a faster
insertion speed early on in insertion and higher sensitivity when the forces approach
each other. The control loop used to implement cooperative control was shown, in
which the input force and target depth are the two inputs and the needle force and
needle tip position are the two outputs.
Additionally, a technique for puncture detection using a paired imaging and force
sensing technique was presented. With an encoded robotic insertion axis, puncture
of a specific membrane cannot be guaranteed exclusively with kinematic output due
to needle deflection and anatomical shift. By pairing imaging information to provide
an estimate of membrane location with real-time force data, accurate detection of
membrane puncture can be observed without the necessity for complex probabilistic
models. Furthermore, pairing imaging with force sensing to localize puncture of a
specific membrane can assist in localization within an anatomical structure, if a haptic
response is provided upon detection. This response could vary based on requirement,
for instance the needle could be made to stop upon a puncture event or could be
automatically withdrawn slightly to account for tissue relaxation after puncture. [75].
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To obtain meaningful results for clinical translation, tissue phantoms mimicking
mechanical properties of the periprostatic region were developed and characterized.
Characterization was performed with ultrasound elastography to mimic the Young’s
modulus while needle insertion tests were performed to match the forces seen during
clinical procedures. Once the materials were characterized, heterogeneous phantoms
were created by segmenting anatomical structures from anonomized MR images and
3D printing molds for individual structures.
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Chapter 5
Targeting via Image Based
Feedback
5.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on closed-loop image-guided robotic needle tip placement and
active compensation for deviations from an initial straight-line needle insertion trajec-
tory. Here we introduce the methodology with in-lab validation, and extension of this
work to in-bore MRI trials is presented in Chapter 6. Compensation is accomplished
through rotational bevel tip positioning and control is completely independent from
the imaging modality used. Registration and feature localization are described in ref-
erence to the laboratory setup, using a standalone software application to determine
needle tip and target localizations. This information is passed one-way downstream
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to the robot controller via the OpenIGTLink communication protocol, an open net-
work interface for image-guided therapy [113]. A description for closed-loop active
compensation based on rotational bevel tip positioning is presented, which accepts
transforms of coordinate registered tip and target locations enabling it to be agnostic
to the imaging system used. In-lab validation results for targeting both stationary
and shifted targets are presented.
5.2 Registration
With an ultimate goal of MRI feedback for accurate needle tip placement, in-lab
validation of the robotic system was performed using two perpendicularly mounted
cameras to act as a proxy for multi-planar MR images. Registration is performed
prior to any targeting through a marker rigidly attached to the robot and in view of
the image frame, with Equation 5.1 showing the sequential multiplication of trans-
formations required to register the imaging systems coordinate frame to the current
pose of the robot. In Equation 5.1, TRobotBaseRobotPose
−1
is the transformation from the cur-
rent pose of the robot to the robot home coordinate frame, TRobotBaseRegistration is a constant
matrix describing the transformation from the robot home frame to the registration
marker, while T ImageRegistration
−1
is also a constant matrix describing the transformation
from the registration marker rigidly attached to the robot to the imaging coordinate
frame.
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TRobotPoseImage = T
RobotBase
RobotPose
−1
TRobotBaseRegistrationT
Image
Registration
−1
(5.1)
Figure 5.1: The coordinate systems and frame transformations used for robot to
image-guidance registration. The checkerboard marker used to register the the robot
to the cameras is removed before needle insertion begins.
5.3 Feature Localization
The active compensation technique is agnostic to imaging modality, and in pre-
vious work we have demonstrated needle tracking in MRI coupled with active scan
plane geometry control [94]. With the focus here on developing active compensation
during cooperatively controlled insertions in the lab, we use a standalone software
application using two orthogonal USB cameras, models C920 from Logitech (Lau-
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sanne. Switzerland); this serves as a proxy for medical imaging to provide real-time
3D coordinates of the needle tip and target within the robot workspace. Each image
has a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels and two-dimensional localization of the moving
needle tip is found by analyzing pairs of sequential video frames using the dense opti-
cal flow algorithm [114]. For the purposes of demonstrating the active compensation
technique, the target point is either selected manually or segmented by color in the
camera images, while target orientation is set to a nominally straight trajectory from
the entry point. The output of both needle and target localization are homogeneous
transforms for the position and orientation of each.
Validating the accuracy of feature localization must be performed to confidently
use the needle tracking outputs for robot control. A series of five controlled needle
insertions were performed into a homogeneous phantom made with the 70%/30% ratio
of plastisol and softener to test the accuracy of needle localization. Error was found
by subtracting a ground truth coordinate found by manual selection of the needle tip
in each video frame from the coordinate calculated through the optical flow needle
tracking algorithm. With camera resolution 640x480 pixels, the root mean square
(RMS) error over the length of all insertions was 10.78pixelsrms along the needle
insertion path and 1.05pixelsrms perpendicular to the insertion path, corresponding
to 2.65mmrms and 0.12mmrms at the phantom boundary respectively. Figure 5.2
illustrates the tracking error found throughout insertions over all trials. Error along
the axis of needle insertion is greater because the insertion itself creates substantially
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more motion along that axis as opposed to perpendicular motion from deflection.
Figure 5.2: Error in 2D localization of the needle tip from optical flow measurements
and manually-selected baseline tip coordinates. Top: the error along the path of
needle insertion, bottom: shows error perpendicular to the path of needle insertion.
5.4 Active Compensation
5.4.1 Registering Localized Features
The robot controller continuously receives the localization transforms, T ImageT ip and
T ImageTarget, throughout insertion and pre-multiplies them by the T
RobotPose
Image to determine
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their position and orientation with respect to the current pose of the robot at each
instance. Equations 5.2 and 5.3 below show the calculation of TRobotPoseT ip , the current
transformation of the tracked needle tip pose with respect to the current pose of
the robot, and TRobotPoseTarget , the current transformation between the tracked target and
current pose of the robot, using TRobotPoseImage found in Equation 5.1. Finally Equation
5.4 describes using TRobotPoseT ip and T
RobotPose
Target to find T
T ip
Target, the transformation from
tracked needle tip to tracked target with respect to the current robot pose.
TRobotPoseT ip = T
RobotPose
Image T
Image
T ip (5.2)
TRobotPoseTarget = T
RobotPose
Image T
Image
Target (5.3)
T T ipTarget = T
RobotPose
T ip
−1
TRobotPoseTarget (5.4)
5.4.2 Determining Direction of Compensatory Ef-
fort
Calculating T T ipTarget at each instance provides the information needed to determine
the desired direction of compensatory effort relative to a reference frame at the needle
tip. With insertion defined along the Z-direction, the direction of rotational effort
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in the plane normal to insertion can be found using the arctangent of the X and Y
positions of T T ipTarget as shown in Equation 5.5.
θd = atan2(y(T
T ip
Target), x(T
T ip
Target)) (5.5)
5.4.3 Incorporating CURV Steering
In our case the imaging software is able to estimate needle tip orientation, therefore
the rotational component of T T ipTarget be used to employ a variable curvature needle
compensation technique, where both direction and magnitude of desired effort can be
implemented. A Gaussian based model employing Continuous Rotation and Variable
(CURV) curvature [115] was used for all insertion trials; a variation of the duty-
cycle approach [62] wherein the needle continuously rotates with an angle-dependent
angular velocity. In this model for rotational bevel positioning, θ is the current
rotational angle with θd the desired angle of bevel position for compensatory effort.
Angular velocity ω at each rotational position is calculated using Equation 5.6 with
the two parameters c and α corresponding to the Gaussian width and magnitude of
compensatory effort respectively.
ω(θ, θd) = 1− αe−
(θ−θd)2
2c2 (5.6)
A larger α generates a greater drop from the nominal rotational velocity, leading
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to more deflection in the desired direction θd, while increasing c widens the total
range of angular position where rotation occurs below the nominal velocity. Figure 5.3
illustrates the angular velocity profile for the CURV approach to active compensation.
To note, the scope of this work is not comparing different approaches to steering of
the needle trajectory; though the authors chose to employ the CURV approach, other
bevel tip based curvature models such as the duty cycle [62] technique could be
readily implemented instead. Additionally, Tsumura et al. [116] showed histological
differences in tissue damage between needle insertion with continuous unidirection
rotation vs bidirectional rotation, with bidirectional showing less damage. It was also
not in the scope of this research to recreate that work, but it was noted and the CURV
compensatory approach can be used in both uni- and bidirectional implementations.
Figure 5.3: Angular velocity, ω , of the needle during Continuous Rotation and Vari-
able (CURV) rotational compensation. This Gaussian based model is dependent on
the current rotational position, θ, the desired direction of compensatory effort, θd,
the desired Gaussian width c, and the magnitude of desired compensatory effort, α.
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5.4.4 Determining CURV Parameters
In our case θd was calculated throughout insertion using Equation 5.5 and c was
set to 10o for all insertions. The magnitude of compensatory effort α was calculated
throughout insertion by the two-dimensional difference between the target point and
projection of the needle tip orientation onto the target plane, thus selecting the in-
termediate value between maximum curvature of a given needle in a given tissue and
a straight line trajectory. Euler angles were extracted from the TRobotPoseT ip transform
to determine the rotations of needle tip orientation about each of the X, Y, Z axes
of the needle insertion coordinate frame, where insertion was performed along the
Z-direction. The locations of the projected needle tip position on the target plane
were found with Equations 5.7 and 5.8, using trigonometric relationships of the angles
of rotation about the X and Y axes normal to the insertion direction, Rot(X) and
Rot(Y) respectively.
Xprojected = RemainingInsertionDepthtan
−1(Rot(Y ) (5.7)
Yprojected = RemainingInsertionDepthtan
−1(Rot(X)) (5.8)
Furthermore, the X and Y values of the current needle tip position were used
directly as projections of the current needle position on the target plane, and the
in-plane magnitude of Errorprojected was calculated using Equation 5.9.
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Errorprojected =
√
(XError +XProjected)2 + (YError + YProjected)2 (5.9)
Finally, the instantaneous value of α was set using Equation 5.10, the ratio of
Errorprojected to the maximum deflection attainable using our 18G needle, Errormax.
For this experimental setup, Errormax was experimentally determined to be 9.31mmrms
by performing ten needle insertions with no needle rotation to a depth of 125mm,
typical of all insertion trials performed. Figure 5.4 illustrates the components required
to calculate Errorprojected inside the experimental setup.
α =
Errorprojected
Errormax
(5.10)
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Figure 5.4: Dynamically determining the magnitude of desired steering compensation
α using the needle tip position and orientation. The X and Y positions of the needle
tip are projected along the Cartesian z-axis to the target plane as the current XError
and YError between tip and target. Additionally, the instantaneous needle tip orienta-
tion is extended to the target plane, where XProjected and YProjected are found using the
Euler angles determined from the rotation matrix of T TipTarget along with the remaining
insertion depth. The magnitude of total instantaneous Errorprojected is determined
by Equation 11, the two-dimensional Pythagorean theorem of (XError + XProjected)
and (YError + YProjected)
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5.5 Validation Studies
5.5.1 Stationary Targets
Two targeting experiments were performed, the first on a static target and then on
a shifted target mimicking tissue deformation and target deflection. In all insertion
cases the needle was inserted until it reached the target depth based on visual confir-
mation of tip location using the needle tracking software. For the case of static targets,
the robot was positioned to put the needle tip at the desired entry point aligned along
a straight line trajectory toward the target location, and insertions were performed in
three conditions: 1) autonomous insertion with no rotation to characterize Errormax,
the needle deflection without active compensation, 2) autonomous insertion with
image-guided active compensation, and 3) hands-on user directed cooperative in-
sertion with image guided active compensation. The hypothesis was that targeting
accuracy would improve with active compensation and that targeting accuracy would
not be negatively affected when moving from an autonomous to cooperative insertion.
In each trial a different target within the phantom was selected to avoid errors in a
needle following a previous insertion track, and the result for all conditions was the
position error between the needle tip and target at the target plane, orthogonal to
the initial needle alignment axis.
Ten targeted insertions were performed with and without closed-loop image-guided
active compensation and the average in-plane targeting error was found to be 9.30mmrms
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and 3.79mmrms for the no compensation and active compensation cases, respectively.
Subsequently, five participants (3 males, 2 females, aged 23-53, all right handed, all
novice to the task) each performed ten cooperatively controlled needle insertions with
active compensation and Table 5.1 describes the in-plane targeting accuracy for each
participant. Figure 5.5 illustrates the comparison of targeting accuracy between the
autonomous no rotation, autonomous with active compensation, and all hands-on
cooperative cases with active compensation.
Figure 5.5: Comparison of targeting accuracy (n=10) between autonomous insertions
with no rotational of bevel tip positioning, autonomous insertions with closed-loop
image-guided active compensation through rotational bevel tip positioning, and 5
subjects performing hands-on cooperatively controlled needle insertions with active
compensation.
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Table 5.1: Stationary targeting accuracy for insertions under cooperative control
Subjects Mean (mm) St. Dev. (mm)
1 3.50 0.71
2 3.15 1.36
3 3.20 0.62
4 2.90 0.95
5 3.04 1.28
For each of the insertion sets with active compensation, paired t-tests were per-
formed to compare the data. Paired t-tests were performed and Table 5.2 illus-
trates there was no statistically significant difference (p > 0.05) between the tar-
geting accuracy during autonomous insertion with any of the user directed cooper-
ative cases, in addition to no statistical significance between the targeting accuracy
seen between each pair of users. Across all insertions the average target depth was
125.23mmrms and the average targeting accuracy with active compensation was found
to be 3.56mmrms.
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Table 5.2: Statistical outcomes from paired t-tests on stationary targeting accuracy
across insertion conditions
Autonomous Subject 4 Subject 3 Subject 2 Subject 1
Subject 1 0.253 0.085 0.247 0.298 0.514
Subject 2 0.383 0.098 0.383 0.443
Subject 3 0.803 0.698 0.880
Subject 4 0.549 0.448
Subject 5 0.802
5.5.2 Shifted Targets
The second targeting experiment evaluated the response of the system to target
shift during cooperative insertions. As the error seen in the non-compensatory case
of the first experiment was 9.30mmrms, it was expected the system could compen-
sate with comparable targeting accuracy to target shifts below this value. Twenty
targeted cooperative insertions were performed in a similar manner to the first exper-
iment, with a target shift introduced once the needle made contact with the phantom.
The shift was introduced virtually in the target plane perpendicular to the insertion
axis, with both direction and magnitude assigned randomly using polar coordinates.
The direction of shift was open to all 360o and magnitude was randomly assigned be-
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tween 1− 10mm. Results from the first experiment showed there was no statistically
significant degradation from the autonomous to the user’s case, and no significant
variation between each user. Thus, each individual subject was not brought back to
perform the second experiment because the first experiment showed the accuracy is
not dependent on the user. Figure 5.6 shows the targeting accuracy for each inser-
tion with respect to the amount of target shift, sorted by magnitude of the randomly
assigned shift.
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Targeting Error vs Target Shift in Cooperative Needle Insertions
Figure 5.6: Targeting accuracy vs. in-plane target shift magnitude for twenty coop-
eratively controlled needle insertions with a randomized shift introduced upon needle
contact with the phantom. The direction and magnitude of target shift was randomly
generated in polar coordinates to be on the target plane perpendicular to the needle
insertion axis at a magnitude between 1− 10mm.
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5.6 Discussion and Conclusions
In this work we presented an imaging-agnostic method to provide closed-loop
active compensation for unmodeled needle deflection and target shift during cooper-
atively controlled needle insertions. Two experiments were performed and the results
of the first experiment appear to suppose the following considerations:
• closed-loop active compensation through autonomous rotational bevel tip posi-
tioning can improve the targeting accuracy when compared to open-loop manual
needle insertion
• targeting accuracy when using closed-loop autonomous rotational bevel posi-
tioning does not degrade when moving from an autonomous insertion to a user
directed cooperative insertion
• targeting accuracy during insertion under cooperative control is robust to dif-
ferent individuals performing the insertions
Additionally, the results from the second experiment suggest targeting accuracy
comparable to the stationary case can be achieved for target shifts approximately up
to 5mm, which in a clinical scenario can still lead to more biopsies collected during
the first insertion, shortening procedure time and limiting patient discomfort.
The controller is structured to determine compensation parameters from streamed
homogeneous frame transformations representing needle tip and target received via
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OpenIGTLink from any capable imaging source. The robot autonomously updates
rotational bevel position based on these inputs to direct the needle tip towards the
target. As opposed to an open-loop insertion, active compensation is robust to reg-
istration error, distortion of images, and swelling or target shift. Here we performed
tests in the lab setting using perpendicular cameras to act as a proxy for multipla-
nar MR imaging, as we have previously shown needle localization in MRI [94]. This
system was developed to be used in the lab and is adoptable by other researchers,
only requiring two low cost USB cameras to implement with the tracking algorithm
available open source on github (https://github.com/WPI-AIM/NeedleTracker).
As was shown in the experiment, active compensation improved accuracy. This
experiment was intended to demonstrate that the improvement in accuracy can be
maintained even when the physician is still directly in the loop, thus also enhancing
the safety of the procedure. In a separate experiment, a case with no compensation
was performed under autonomous insertion to illustrate that active compensation
does in fact increase overall targeting accuracy, but each participant did not per-
form the task without active compensation. Figure 5.5 shows the targeting error is
greatly reduced when using closed-loop active compensation as compared to a non-
compensatory no rotation insertion case. The average targeting error was found to be
3.56mmrms in all cases with active compensation, considerably less than the average
6.6± 5.1mm error found via open-loop manual needle insertions during clinical trials
using the robot base for target alignment [36]. Furthermore, there was no statisti-
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cally significant difference in the targeting accuracy between autonomous and user
directed cooperative insertions. The remaining error can likely be attributed to the
initial bevel tip position when entering the phantom, and any plastic deformation of
the needle that may have occurred throughout repeated insertion trials.
Regarding cooperative insertions toward shifted targets, the results indicate that
the system does compensate for target shift, with accuracy degrading as shift increases
towards Errormax. This outcome is understandable for a system using a relatively
stiff needle typical of clinical biopsy where aggressive needle poses and s-curve con-
formations as seen in research of thin flexible needles are not possible. In this case,
if a deflection has begun in one direction it is much harder to overcome the initial
curvature already present in an undesired direction. This becomes important due to
the randomized location of the target shift in the experiment. If the needle entered
the phantom with the bevel tip facing a certain way and began deflecting, a random
shift to a location opposite the initial trajectory line, to a distance and angle unlikely
to occur anatomically, would cause the final targeting accuracy to degrade and not
be reflective of what could be possible with this system clinically.
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Chapter 6
Development of a Clinical
Workflow for Robotic Needle
Placement Under Cooperative
Control
6.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the system integration and validation in the clinical en-
vironment. Continuing the path of clinical translation for the cooperative system,
the intent was to maintain the same procedural work flow the physicians and nurses
are accustomed to in clinical trials. In order to accomplish this goal, the systems
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developed in the lab needed to be integrated into the clinical workflow and tested.
The procedure carried out during final system validation remains almost identical to
the MRI-guided targeted biopsy described in [117]. The preliminary steps to prepare
for needle insertion were:
1) Robot preparation outside of the scanner bore (hardware testing, homing
and sterile draping)
2) Placement of the robot into the slots on the patient board and locked into
place
3) Phantom placement in the typical targeting region of the robot
4) Imaging of the fiducial Z-Frame
5) Registration of the robot into the scanner coordinate frame
Once the robot was prepared for functional testing the following six major steps
of biopsy collection illustrated in 6.1 are:
1) Image acquisition of the desired targeting volume
2) Segmentation and target selection using surgical planning software 3DSlicer
3) Trajectory generation from insertion point to target
4) Robot controller validation of robot motion
5) Robot base positioning for the 2D insertion plane
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6) Pressing the foot pedal safety switch and performing the hands on robotic
needle insertion
5
2
1
MRI Room Control Room
4
3
6
Figure 6.1: The major steps involved in performing an in-bore cooperatively con-
trolled needle insertion. 1) Localization imaging of the target volume, 2) Target
selection using surgical planning software 3DSlicer, 3) Trajectory generation from
insertion point to target, 4) Controller validation of robot motion, 5) Robot base
positioning for the 2D insertion plane, and 6) Performing the hands on robotic needle
insertion.
In order to maintain the clinical workflow, both the hardware and software de-
veloped as subsystems in the laboratory needed to be integrated together and with
the standard protocols in the operating room. Clinical integration, the effect of the
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system on the SNR of MR images, and validation experiments were performed in the
Advanced Multi-Modality Image Guided Operating (AMIGO) Suite at Brigham and
Women’s Hospital.
6.2 Hardware Integration
Hardware integration into the clinical environment involves placement of the ma-
nipulator inside the scanner bore. The robotic manipulator is placed inside the scan-
ner bore on a patient board mounted to the MRI table. The patient board has slots
for the robot to slide into and lock in place, as well as leg supports to maintain the
patient position throughout the procedure. Figure 6.2 shows an exploded view of the
robot, patient board and scanner.
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Figure 6.2: Integration of the robot, patient board and MR scanner. The robot slides
into slots on the patient board and is locked in place with thumb screws. The patient
board is rigidly mounted to the scanner bed.
The robot is connected to the controller via the shielded cable described earlier
in this dissertation, as the control box sits against the wall outside the 5 Gauss line.
The foot pedal safety switch is connected the the controller via a fiber optic cable and
is placed at the entrance the to bore. An imaging coil covers the typical targeting
region for prostate interventions, and this location is registered to the isocenter of
the scanner. The robotic hardware was integrated in the MRI room and ready for
targeted needle insertion as shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Hardware integration of the robot system into the clinical environment.
The robot sits on the patient board inside the MR scanner. The phantom is placed
in the typical targeting region of the robot and covered with the body imaging coil,
typically used in prostate interventions. The robot is connect to the controller via a
shielded cable and the foot pedal switch must be pressed for the motors to be enabled.
Outside the scanner room the control console can be seen in Fig. 6.4. The
scanner console pushes MR images to the workstation running 3DSlicer and the robot
control GUI interface. This machine interfaces with the controller via fiber optic
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communication through the scanner room wave guide.
Figure 6.4: The scanner console and control station. The robot control web inter-
face and 3DSlicer navigation software run on a workstation alongside the scanner
console, which pushes DICOM images to 3D slicer for surgical planning. A shielded
window provides a view into the scanner room and cameras inside the room provides
obstructed views to the console.
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6.3 Software Integration
Cooperative insertion, membrane detection and active compensation were are all
developed as individual subsystems. Once sufficiently tested they needed to be inte-
grated into a single system capable of providing all desired functionality to a cooper-
ative biopsy procedure. Furthermore, integration of robot homing, registration and
manual jogging in both joint and task space was required.
This was accomplished using a web-based graphical user interface (GUI), where a
local web server runs on the robot controller and the front-end web GUI is open on
the control console. The web GUI displays all robot specific information including
current and desired task space positions, the registration transform, joint level encoder
position and force sensor values. Figure 6.5 shows an annotated image of the GUI
highlighting where all information is presented.
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Figure 6.5: The web GUI used for control of the robotic system. The components
of the GUI are: A) the current treatment position, in this case the current needle
tip position, B) the registration transform used to map the robot kinematics into
the scanner coordinate frame, C) user defined entry and target points for task space
robot control, D) the desired treatment position, the target location and orientation,
E) the robot status panel, where the drop down menu controls robotic system state
for different functionality, F) the communications panel, showing the status of open
network connections, G) individual axis enable and disable buttons, H) joint positions
for each axis (red), target positions for each axis (blue), I) buttons to send each joint
to its home position or set the current position as home, J) logging panel to display
sensor values and status reports.
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The system state selection menu inside the Status Panel (E) is where the robot
modes are changed, and the following options are available:
• Manual Control
This state allows for manual jogging of each robot axes in joint space, or com-
plete task space movements based on user defined targets. All sensor data
is continuously updated in this state. Furthermore, the Current Treatment
Position, Registration and Desired Treatment Position transforms are also con-
tinuously updated and this state is used during the registration procedure.
• Homing
The homing procedure localizes the robot position through a series of motions
to touch off limit switches for the insertion and each of the base axes. With
continuous rotation, this axis is homed manually to set the bevel tip to the
rotational location corresponding to the zero position. The procedure starts
with homing insertion to ensure the needle is fully retracted before moving the
base. Once insertion reaches its retraction limit the axis is stopped and the
encoder value set to zero. Due to the robot kinematics and the available travel
distance for each joint, a step-wise homing procedure was implemented. To
home the robot base: 1) all four joints move to the left and the FrontLeft and
BackLeft joints touch off on their respective limit switches at the outside range
of their travel. If one touches off before the other the joint stays at the limit
switch until the other reaches, 2) once both have touched off the entire robot
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moves to the right, and the same procedure occurs on for the FrontRight and
BackRight joints on the outside of their travel, 3) once both of the right side
joints have touched off the robot base is fully localized and each joint moves
to its home position to center the robot between outside limits. Figure 6.6
illustrates the homing procedure for the 4-DoF base.
Figure 6.6: Illustration of the robot homing procedure. Due to the available travel
of the robot, homing the base must take place in three steps. Left: The robot moves
to the left and touches off the FrontLeft and BackLeft joints on limit switches at the
outside of their travel. Center: The robot moves to the right and touches off the
FrontRight and BackRight joints on the outside of their travel, Right: The robot is
fully localized and moves to the home position.
• Cooperative Biopsy
The Cooperative Biopsy state is where each developed subsystem is integrated
into a functional procedure for prostate biopsy. This system state is dependent
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on communication via an imaging source to provide a target depth, localized
needle tip positions as well as any predefined membranes to detect. The robot
must be homed, registered and have a valid socket connection to the imaging
source for the procedure to continue. If each of these conditions is satisfied the
controller receives the nominal depth of any membranes defined by a user to
detect, as well as a continuous stream of localized needle tip and target positions.
At this point the user presses the foot pedal to align the base and then performs
the cooperative needle insertion. Active compensation autonomously rotates
the needle using the CURV approach, and if puncture of a desired membrane
is detected the predefined response to this detection is performed. Once the
needle reaches the target depth as defined in imaging, the insertion is stopped
and a biopsy core can be taken.
Integration of individual subsystems was performed in the Web GUI, but full inte-
gration within a clinical scenario was required in order to run final system validation.
The full integration of the robotic system into the clinical environment for targeted
MRI-guided biopsy is illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The MR images were pushed from the
scanner console to the workstation in the Digital Imaging and Communication in
Medicine (DICOM) format, the international standard for transmitting and storing
medical images.
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Figure 6.7: Software integration of the system into the clinical environment. In the
control room the scanner console pushes DICOM images to the workstation running
3DSlicer navigation software and the web GUI for robot control. The web GUI both
displays the robot state and allows for direct control of the robot in both joint and
task space. The control box is located inside the scanner room and communicates
to the workstation via a fiber optic cable through the scanner room wave guide.
Surgical planning information is passed via OpenIGTLink while the web GUI interface
communicates to a web server running on the control box. The robot is inside the
scanner bore and the MR images arrive at the scanner console to be pushed to the
workstation.
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6.4 SNR Evaluation
Mechatronic systems within the MRI can cause significant image degradation.
Poor image quality may result in incorrect localization of needle tip and target as
well as planning locations for puncture detection. Each subsystem was specifically
selected for use in the MR environment and the effect of the total robot and controller
system on the SNR of MR images was evaluated. To test the SNR, a gelatin phantom
developed under an American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) guidance
was used, similar to that in [118] and [106]. The phantom measures 90mm×90mm×
60mm and was mixed 15:1 water to gelatin by weight and can be seen in Fig. 6.8.
Figure 6.8: The phantom used for SNR testing was filled with 15:1 water to gelatin
by weight and is based on a standard by the American Association of Physicists in
Medicine.
SNR evaluation was performed at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and the phan-
tom was placed in the typical targeting region of the robot and not moved between
conditions. To capture the MRI images, radiofrequency (RF) imaging coils are used
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as receivers and placed as close to the desired imaging volume as possible. The Spine
Matrix and Body Matrix coils traditionally used for imaging in prostate biopsy were
used and the testing setup is shown in Fig. 6.9. Tests were conducted in four different
conditions:
• Baseline: The robot and its controllers are not present in the MRI room
• Robot Present: the robot is present inside the MRI bore and is connected to
the controller but the power remains off
• Robot Powered: The robot is present inside the MRI bore and is connected
to the controller, the controller is powered on but the motors are not moving
• Robot Moving: the robot is present inside the MRI bore and is connected to
the controller, the power is on and the motors are moving.
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Figure 6.9: The robot and phantom in position during SNR testing. The phantom is
placed in the typical targeting region for prostate biopsy.
SNR was evaluated using standard imaging protocols, T1-weighted spin echo and
T2-weighted dual spin echo sequences from the American College of Radiology (ACR)
for quality control tests. These sequences differ by the repetition and echo times of
pulses, where T1 is the longitudinal relaxation time, which determines the rate at
which excited protons return to equilibrium, and T2 is the transverse relaxation
time, which determines the rate at which excited protons reach equilibrium or go out
of phase with each other [119].
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Table 6.1 shows the parameters for both image sequences and Fig. ?? shows
representative slices of the images used to calculate SNR in each condition. Signal
intensity was calculated using Equation 6.1, signal noise with Equation 6.2, with SNR
calculated as shown in Equation 6.3, based on the National Electronics Manufacturing
Association (NEMA) standard in [120], and similarly to [43, 106, 118]. Paired t-
tests were used to determine statistical significance of any signal changes seen across
conditions.
Table 6.1: MRI parameters for the image sequences used to test SNR
Sequence ACRT1 ACRT2
Repetition Time (ms) 500 2000
Echo Time (ms) 20 20/80
Field of View (mm) 250x250 250x250
Matrix 256x256 256x256
Number of Slices 11 11
Slice Thickness (mm) 5 5
Flip Angle (degrees) 90 90
Receiver Bandwidth (kHz) 16.6 16.6
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Plots of the SNR results for the T1 and T2(80ms echo) are shown in Fig. 6.10 In
the T1-weighted scans there was no statistical significance between baseline images
(p = 0.518), followed by a statistically significant drop of approximately 10% of
signal in the Robot Present case (p = 0.006). For the remaining conditions there was
no statistical significance of signal loss between the Robot Present-Robot On, Robot
Present-Robot Moving, and Robot On-Robot Moving cases (p = 0.355, p = 0.174, p =
0.242, respectively).
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Figure 6.10: The results of the SNR analysis. There was a statistically significant
drop in image signal from the baseline to the robot present case, with no statistically
significant difference seen between the robot present case and either of the robot on
or robot moving cases.
In the T2-weighted scans there was also no statistical significance between base-
line images (p = 0.872, p = 0.832), for the 20ms echo and 80ms echo, respec-
tively. Similarly to T1, for each echo time there was an approximate 15% drop
in signal for the Robot Present case with statistical significance, (p = 0.003) for
20ms, (p = 0.004) for 80ms, followed by no statistical significance between the
three cases thereafter (p = 0.540, p = 0.426, p = 0.457) for the 20ms echo, and
(p = 0.182, p = 0.725, p = 0.375) for the 80ms echo. These results show that the
presence of the robot in the MR bore degrades the image SNR between 10% and
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15%, but there is no further statistically significant loss by powering on the robot or
moving the motors during a scan sequence.
6.5 Final System Validation
6.5.1 Experimental Method
The experimental method used to validate the system is presented below. The
workflow, initially presented in Chapter 1, is shown again in Figure 6.11 as the basis
for validating the system in a clinical scenario. Each of the three major sections
shown in the figure: Single Occurrence, Performed Once Per Target and Continuous
Image Acquisition are detailed in the sections below.
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Figure 6.11: The system workflow for collecting an image-guided targeted biopsy using
cooperatively controlled needle insertion with active compensation for unmodeled
needle deflection and target shift.
6.5.1.1 Heterogeneous Phantoms for System Validation
Heterogeneous phantoms based on the characterization from Chapter 4 were used
for all in-bore validation trials. Separate phantoms were used in the two experiments
performed and Fig. 6.12 shows an image of each. On the left is a layered phantom
used for validation of membrane puncture detection under real-time imaging. Two
and three layered phantoms were used, consisting of PVC layers of the stiff 70%/30%
and soft 60%/40% concentrations with a polyimide layer placed between each. On
the right is the phantom used in targeting experiments, three anatomical structures
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were molded using the 70%/30% concentration of PVC and softener: the prostate,
the corpus spongiosum and the bulbospongiosus. The softer 60%/40% concentration
used to suspend these structures in an anatomical position. Additionally, plastic
beads were molded into the prostate to target and a layer of polyimide were molded
at the face of the prostate act a membrane capsule at that depth.
Figure 6.12: The phantoms used in experimental in-bore system validation. Left:
layered phantom for membrane puncture detection validation, Right: molds of the
prostate, corpus spongiosum and bulbospongiosus were assembled into their anatom-
ical positions for targeting, with plastic beads in the prostate as targets and a layer
of polyimide at the face of the prostate to act as a capsule layer.
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6.5.1.2 Anatomical Description for Surgical Navigation
There are three cross sections used in anatomical description, the coronal, sagittal
and transverse planes. These planes correspond to anatomical coordinate axes where
the coronal plane is perpendicular to the anterior-posterior axis, the sagittal plane
is perpendicular to the left-right axis and the transverse plane is perpendicular to
the inferior-superior axis. Figure 6.13 shows the three anatomical planes dividing the
body shown in the anatomical position, described as upright with upper limbs at the
body’s sides and palms facing forward. These planes are used in medical imaging
and surgical navigation, where the right-handed coordinate systems Left-Posterior-
Superior (LPS) and Right-Anterior-Superior (RAS) are used to define locations within
the body. All calculations performed in these experiments using 3DSlicer navigation
software were done using the RAS coordinate system.
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Figure 6.13: The anatomical planes used in surgical navigation. c©National Cancer
Institute
6.5.1.3 MR Images for Feedback Guidance
The MR images taken throughout the experiment were pushed from the scanner
console to the workstation in the DICOM format and viewed in 3DSlicer. Two imag-
ing sequences used in the experiments were a T2 weighted Turbo Spin Echo (TSE)
for needle localization and the BEATT RT real-time sequence used during membrane
puncture detection. Table 6.2 details the parameters for each imaging sequence.
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Table 6.2: MRI parameters for image sequences used during system validation
Sequence T2 TSE BEAT IRTTT
Repetition Time (ms) 3200 433.5
Echo Time (ms) 96 1.6
Field of View (mm) 160x160 293x293
Matrix 256x256 128x128
Number of Slices 28 1
Slice Thickness (mm) 3 5
6.5.1.4 Sterilization and Draping
The sterilization and draping techniques used in the clinical trials of robot-assisted
biopsy were largely maintained. Similar to those trials, the needle guided was remov-
able and was to be sterilized by autoclave prior to the procedure. The rest of the robot
can be covered in a sterile plastic drape and the needle guide fastened to the robot
through the drape. An additional consideration in this case as opposed to the manual
needle insertion case was the attachment of the needle to the needle driver. The two
needle coupling components must be sterilized by autoclave as well and fastened to
the robot on top of the drape as shown in Fig. 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Left) the robot base draped during clinical trials, Right) the robot and
needle driver covered by a sterile drape. Only sterilization of the needle coupling
components is changed from the clinical procedure.
6.5.1.5 Registration
A fiducial Z-Frame was used to register the robot to the scanner coordinate system.
First introduced as a single-image registration method by [121] for use with CT, this
techniques used fiducial tubes configured into three perpendicular Z shapes. By filling
these tubes with an MR visible contrasting agent, use of the Z-Frame can be extended
into MRI interventions such as in [122] as well as in the clinical trials of robot-assisted
biopsy in [36] on which this work was built.
The Z-Frame used in this system consists of nine MR visible fiducial markers
arranged in perpendicular “Z” configurations within a 3D printed mount. With a
set of image slices showing all nine fiducial markers a detection algorithm locates the
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centroid of each fiducial point within the slices. Once each of these is found the 6-
DoF position and orientation of the fiducial frame is known in the scanner coordinate
frame. With the Z-Frame rigidly attached to the robot it follows that the kinematic
motion of the robot can now be expressed in scanner coordinates as well. Figure 6.15
shows the Z-Frame, the assembly as seen on the robot and an MR image slice showing
each of the nine fiducial markers.
Figure 6.15: The Z-Frame used for robot-scanner registration. Left) The 3D printed
Z-Frame which holds nine MR visible fiducials in perpendicular “Z” configurations,
Center) the Z-Framer attached to the robot, Right) an MR image slice showing the
fiducial markers used to register the robot location to scanner coordinates.
With the Z-frame rigidly attached, the robot was placed on the patient board
inside the MR bore as described in 6.2. The transformation from the robot home co-
ordinate frame to the Z-frame coordinate frame, THomeZ−frame, is known from kinematic
values of the robot. Imaging the Z-frame gives the transformation from the isocenter
of the scanner to the Z-frame, T ScannerZ−frame. With these two transformations the robot
home coordinate frame can be registered to the scanner coordinate frame by the mul-
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tiplication in Eq. 6.4. Figure 6.16 shows the coordinate frames and transformations
used to register the robot location to the MRI scanner.
T ScannerHome = T
Scanner
Z−frameT
Home
Z−Frame
−1
(6.4)
Figure 6.16: Coordinate systems and transformations necessary to register the robot
to the scanner coordinate frame. Transformations shown are between robot home
and the the fiducial Z-Frame, as well as the scanner isocenter and the fiducial Z-
Frame. With these two transformations the robot home can be registered to scanner
coordinates.
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6.5.1.6 Preoperative Planning
Once registration was performed the Z-frame was removed, the needle guide at-
tached back into place and the biopsy gun put in place on the robot. Additionally,
the phantom to be used in the experimental trial was placed in the typical targeting
region of the robot and covered with the body imaging coil as seen in Fig. 6.17.
Figure 6.17: The in-bore experimental setup. The phantom was placed in the typical
targeting region for prostate interventions and the same imaging coil as in clinical
biopsy was used.
After the phantom was secured the scanner bed was moved to place the phantom
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at the isocenter of the bore. A set of preoperative images was taken to segment the
anatomical structures present, identify the target and determine any membranes to
detect throughout insertion. The preoperative images were sent from the scanner
console to 3DSlicer, and the target as well as membranes were identified by place-
ment of a fiducial marker at their location. All three of the X, Y, Z values of the
target fiducal marker were sent the robot control application, where as only the es-
timated depth of the membrane location was sent to the controller. Figure 6.18 is
the annotated 3DSlicer interface, showing the heterogeneous phantom, target point,
membrane depths, and the OpenIGTLink connection to the controller box.
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Figure 6.18: Preperative Planning in 3DSlicer. Three views in each of the anatomical
planes is shown, as well as a 3D view of the segmented structures. The structures
segmented for this experiment were A: prostate, B: corpus spongiosum and C: bul-
bospongiosus. An OpenIGTLink network connection is opened with the controller
box and information of target, needle tip and membrane depths passed one-way to
the control software.
6.5.1.7 Closed-Loop Needle Insertion
After preoperative planning was complete and the target point was sent to the
robot controller and the foot pedal safety switch was pressed and the robot base
moved to align the needle to a straight line trajectory to the target. With the needle
aligned to an initial straight light trajectory a cooperative needle insertion began. In
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the case of puncture detection with the multi-layered phantoms a continuous insertion
was performed under real-time imaging. For targeting using the anatomical phantom
an input force was applied to insert the needle a stepwise distance of approximately
5 − 10mm. An intraoperative T2 weighted TSE scan was taken, the images sent
to 3DSlicer, the needle tip and target localized and the updated positions sent to
the control box. Using this updated information, the cooperative and compensatory
control parameters were determined as described in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.
Insertion continued in this manner under cooperative control until the needle reached
the target depth, continuously updating the control parameters for cooperative in-
sertion and active compensation. The control software logged when a membrane was
detected, and an enhanced haptic response in the form of a short insertion jitter was
provided to the user upon detection. Once the target was reached a final set of images
were taken and the in-plane targeting error was determined at the target depth.
6.5.2 Results
6.5.2.1 Puncture Detection Under Real-Time Imaging
Ten trials of continuous needle insertion through layered phantoms were per-
formed, five on a phantom with a single transition: soft to stiff, and five on a phan-
tom with a double transition: soft-stiff-soft. Figure 6.19 shows an MR image of
the three layered phantom with the layers different PVC concentrations clearly vis-
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ible. The depth of each membrane transition was passed to the robot controller via
OpenIGTLink from 3DSlicer. Throughout these insertions, the system detected all 5
punctures of the single transition phantom and 9/10 punctures of double transition
phantom, only missing one of the deep (> 50mm) transitions, providing a haptic
response in each detected case.
Figure 6.19: An MR image of the multi-layered phantom used for in-bore validation
of membrane puncture detection
6.5.2.2 Closed-Loop Targeting using MR Image-Feedback
In-bore actively compensated cooperative needle insertions were performed to-
wards five stationary targets with an added membrane to detect during each inser-
tion. Each of these trials closely mimicked the validation studies performed in the
lab where the CURV algorithm was used and the direction of desired compensatory
was updated throughout insertion. Figure 6.20 shows two MR images during needle
insertion, with puncture detected in each of the five cases and a haptic response felt
by the user.
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Figure 6.20: MR images showing targeting before and after membrane puncture.
Coronal images of a needle insertion into a heterogeneous phantom with a polyimide
layer to act as a membrane. Puncture was successfully detected in each of the five
in-bore insertion trials using the algorithm described in Chapter 4.
Similarly to the in lab tests described in Chapter 5, final targeting error was de-
fined as in-plane error between the needle tip and target calculated at the target
depth, as this was the error criteria used in clinical trials of the robot base. The coor-
dinates of each target point and final tip location were directly available in 3DSlicer,
and the in-plane magnitude between the two points was identified as the targeting
error. The in-plane targeting error across all trials was 3.42mmrms.
The anatomical structures of the phantom were segmented from MR images to
create a 3D visualization of the phantom. Using the final confirmation image of each
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needle insertion, the needle trajectories were plotted in 3DSlicer using the CurveMaker
module. A 3D visualization of the segmented structures and each insertion trajectory
towards its target is shown in Fig. 6.21.
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Figure 6.21: In-bore needle insertion trajectories. Each of the five needle trajecto-
ries performed during in-bore validation testing. These insertions were performed
into a heterogeneous phantoms made with molded anatomical structures that were
segmented from anonymized MR images.
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6.6 Discussion and Conclusions
System integration was performed to prepare for clinical translation, and the work-
flow to collect an MRI guided targeted biopsy using the robot base was largely imple-
mented. The same patient board was used, the robot and control boxes maintained
their previous positions, and the cooperative controlled needle driver requires the user
to perform the hands-on insertion directly at the surgical site.
SNR analysis was evaluated for the complete system and showed a 10% to 15%
drop in signal quality when the robot was place in the MR-bore, much less that the
80% seen without shielding, and the 40% - 60% degredation that has been previously
seen even with shielding [26,123].
With several new functional robotic subsystems developed, a web GUI was used
to integrate control of the robot into a single application. The system state of the
robot was chosen from the GUI, and all sensor data was displayed for the user. The
3DSlicer navigation software communicated to the robot controller via OpenIGTLink,
and the C++ application ran high level code to determine the desired robot function.
Final system validation took place in the AMIGO suite at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital. Cooperative needle insertions were performed into heterogeneous phan-
toms characterized to mimic periprostatic tissue. A polyimide layer was molded into
the phantom to act as a membrane and the system was able to detect puncture in
each case. During targeting trials under cooperative insertion, rotational bevel tip
position was set using the CURV steering method for active compensation from an
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initial straight line trajectory. The final targeting error across all five insertions was
3.42mmrms, comparable to the 3.56mmrms targeting error found during in-lab tests
towards a stationary target.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Extension
The goal of this research was to increase the interventional outcomes of targeted
prostate biopsy. If a target is not reached with sufficient accuracy a physician often
retracts the needle without taking a sample and must restart with a new attempt,
lengthening procedure time, increasing cost and causing unnecessary discomfort to
the patient.
Full robotic control of needle insertion is expected to be the most accurate way
to place a needle tip for biopsy, but this leap from the clinical standard of practice
would likely be met with caution from both acting physicians as well as regulatory
bodies. Instead, through user directed control via a cooperative insertion paradigm,
a physician would maintain full control of the procedure directly at the procedure
site, while adding the benefit of robotic accuracy. Continuous haptic feedback can
be provided via force sensing of needle interaction with tissue, returning the tactile
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forces used by the physician for anatomical localization, which would typically be lost
when migrating to robotic insertion. Furthermore, an enhanced haptic response can
be provided during a hands-on cooperative insertion, for instance a scaled force for
event based detection of membrane puncture.
From a tissue interaction stand point, a cooperative insertion is just a variable ve-
locity insertion, therefore as long as accurate feature localization is provided to update
rotational bevel positioning, the targeting accuracy should be comparable whether
performed with autonomous or cooperative insertion. This dissertation showed a
method for closed-loop image-guided active compensation of unmodeled needle de-
flection and target shift, showing no statistical difference between targeting accuracy
under autonomous robotic needle insertion versus user directed hands-on cooperative
needle insertion.
The work performed in completion of this dissertation was with respect to clinical
translation and each subsystem was integrated to function within the clinical envi-
ronment. Physician consultation and observation of procedures performed using the
standard clinical practice shaped the design requirements for all aspects of the robotic
system, and how it was integrated to maintain as close as possible the current clinical
workflow.
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7.1 Summary of Work and Contributions
A summary of contributions and the work performed throughout completion of
this dissertation is presented. This is followed by the impact of the work, some lessons
learned and how this work can be extended in the future.
• Scientific Contributions
– Complete Robotic System for Prostate Biopsy A robotic alignment
base previously used in clinical trials of robot assisted biopsy was fitted
with a custom needle driver suitable for use within the MR-bore and con-
figured for cooperatively controlled robotic needle insertion. This needle
driver collects both user input and needle-tissue interaction force to incor-
porate robotic accuracy of needle placement while providing feedback to
the physician in ultimate control of the procedure. The system architec-
ture includes the robotic manipulator, a shielded robot controller and a
workstation outside the scanner room running a control application along
with surgical navigation software 3DSlicer.
– Cooperative Control Algorithm For Robotic Needle Insertion
Employing the developed needle driver, insertion is performed through
user initiated hands-on cooperative control. Input and needle-tissue in-
teraction forces are collected and the output velocity is a non-linear rela-
tionship between the two. This relationship is scalable by an exponential
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decay constant, allowing for faster insertion early in insertion and higher
sensitivity when the forces approach each other. This configuration can
restore the tactile feedback surgeons surrender in exchange for robotic ac-
curacy, in addition to adding augmented feedback to enhance perception
not able to be detected by the user alone.
– Paired Force Sensor and Image Based Membrane Puncture As
the forces on the needle are being collected for cooperative control, this
information can be used to provide an augmented haptic feedback at de-
tection of a membrane puncture. Due to needle deflection and target shift,
kinematic motion of the robot cannot guarantee a specific depth has been
reached. In addition, force sensor data could provide false detection of a
membrane puncture if used exclusively. By pairing a location of estimated
membrane depth via imaging, a window can be created to monitor the
force sensor data for a puncture event. Additionally, anatomically repre-
sentative tissue phantoms were created by 3D printing molds of segmented
structures from anonymized MR images. These molds were filled with
PVC concentrations characterized to mimic the mechanical properties of
periprostatic tissue to accurately validate puncture detection and targeting
accuracy.
• Engineering Contributions
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– Active compensation through autonomous rotational bevel tip
positioning During cooperative insertion, the system is designed to au-
tonomously rotate the needle to position the bevel tip in the directly of
desired deflection. Insertion through multiple layers of different tissue will
inherently deflect the needle from an initial straight-line trajectory, and
image-feedback can be used to rotate the needle to compensate for this.
Information of needle tip and target localization is passed one-way down-
stream from the image-guidance software to the robot controller via the
OpenIGTLink communication protocol, and the robot controller is agnos-
tic to the imaging source providing this information.
– System Integration and Validation Integration of hardware and soft-
ware subsystems was performed for experimental validation of the system
in the clinical environment. The system hardware was designed to main-
tain a similar workflow as seen in clinical trials and the needle driver design
inherently maintained sterilization techniques used. A web GUI was used
for control of software subsystems, and this was integrated with the sur-
gical navigation software and the MRI scanner console in the complete
system architecture. The full robotic system was tested inside the MR-
bore, performing targeted needle insertions under cooperative control with
autonomous rotational bevel tip positioning for active compensation, along
with paired imaging and force sensor membrane puncture detection.
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7.2 Impact, Lessons Learned and Future
Work
The research presented in this dissertation addresses several major challenges. As
the second leading cause of cancer related death among men in the United States,
prostate cancer diagnosis must be improved. Current techniques of serial biopsy
core retrieval under TRUS is susceptible to under sampling leading to repeat biopsy
procedures and under diagnosis of clinically significant prostate cancer. The work
performed throughout completion of this dissertation aims to address this.
Impact
The biggest impact of this work is attempting to address a real-life problem with a
real-life solution. With slight modifications to this already built and validated system,
cadaver and pre-clinical animal trials could be performed within the next year, with
in-human trials within the next two to three. Moving from serial sampling of the
prostate to a targeted biopsy of a specific suspicious location decreases the length,
cost and recovery time of the procedure. Furthermore, retrieval of biopsy cores from
these suspicious locations rather than pseudo-randomly throughout the prostate can
avoid unnecessary repeat procedures where no cancer is detected but levels of PSA
continue to rise.
This work specifically builds upon clinical trials of robot assisted prostate biopsy,
where the insertion was still performed manually by the physician and suffered from
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decreased targeting accuracy due to unmodeled needle deflection and target shift.
Development of a robotic needle driver capable of rotational bevel tip positioning of
the clinical biopsy gun for active compensation can decrease the interference of these
unmodeled sources of error on final needle tip placement. Furthermore, incorporating
a cooperatively controlled needle insertion as opposed to fully autonomous biopsy
retrieval, the physician remains as the surgical site in full control of the procedure.
Lessons Learned
Most of the lessons learned throughout completion of this dissertation are based
on the collaborative engineering approach. Not only should physicians and engineers
communicate early on to accurately develop specifications, but design should happen
from a full-systems approach and each system should be developed concurrently from
predefined specifications. A great example of this is accounting for cable management
in robot design. There is certainly more that goes into moving from a CAD design to
a full system, but nothing explains the difference between a compartmentalized and a
full-systems approach quite like incorporating cable management early on in design.
Often overlooked, physical routing of cables must also take into account kinematic
motion of a robot, include strain relief, be maintainable and not affect maintenance of
other components. Additionally, this requires a specification of the electrical design
early on, as the wire gauges and number of cables traveling to different locations in
the system must be known. It follows that integrated circuits and microprocessors
also require certain electrical specifications so control system requirements are then
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necessary to develop early on as well. Through simply starting with consideration of
cable management, it is concluded early on that a full-systems approach is necessary
produce a high-quality finished product on budget in a timely manner.
Specific lessons regarding development of this system were learned, and if starting
over a few considerations would be made. Most importantly, actuation of the needle
driver would likely be implemented via timing belts rather than a lead screw. A lead
screw was chosen to build off the robot base design, allowing for non-backdrivable
insertion with enough force to overcome needle-tissue interaction up to 150mm deep.
In redesign of the needle driver, a pulley and timing belt implementation would likely
be pursued to: 1) reduce the impact of the system on image SNR by eliminating the
aluminum lead screw near the imaging volume, 2) shrink the overall size of the needle
driver, 3) increase variability of insertion speeds, and 4) provide a safer option for
emergency needle retraction. As the system is currently configured, in an emergency
the entire robot must be slid back to remove the needle from the body. Instead,
a pulley and timing belt implementation would allow for easier decoupling of the
insertion axis for emergency retraction.
Future Work
As the effort in this dissertation was towards clinical translation, future work con-
tinues this path forward. Prior to this work the robotic system simply aligned a needle
guide in which a physician would perform a manual needle insertion through. Now the
system is capable of cooperative insertion alongside closed-loop autonomous needle
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rotation. A cooperatively controlled robotic biopsy is more likely to gain acceptance
by physicians over teleoperation due to maintaining proximity to the surgical site,
but regulatory hurdles regarding robotic needle insertion still exist. To move from
the current state to clinical trials, the system would benefit from a new National
Institutes of Health (NIH) R01 grant intended specifically for clinical translation.
The current robotic system framework is suitable for clinical use and function was
validated in-bore at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, MA. With a new
R01 grant some modifications could be made to the system to further increase the
chance of regulatory approval, such as: 1) redesign the needle driver for increased
safety as described in the previous section, 2) replace the force sensors and encoders
with fiber optic counterparts, 3) replace the aluminum lead screws in the base with
ceramic versions to limit metallic components and increase SNR, 4) add a dynamic
needle model to pair with active compensation to increase the accuracy of needle tip
localization, 5) implement more robust exception handling for undesired behaviors,
6) develop motion planning for collision detection, and 8) push verified functionality
down to FPGA.
Additionally, a redesign of the needle driver should incorporate a clutch to easily
allow for disengagement of the insertion motor. This would create a system for biopsy
with hands on encoded insertion, without robotic control. This could be a first step
in regulatory approval, a controlled hands-on insertion pushed along the linear guides
with autonomous rotational compensation.
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With these modifications made the system could be ready for cadaver and pre-
clinical animal trials within one year. Following a set of successful animal trials with
positive interventional outcomes, approval from an Institutional Review Board (IRB)
followed by an application for an Investigational Device Exception (IDE) from the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) could lead into clinical trials within the next
two to three years.
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